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Campus Crest
responds to problems
at The Grove in Orono
Company CEO and UMaine alumnus apologizes
for power outages, Campus Crest issues
$50 rent credit

Haley Johnston • Photo Editor

By Jesse Scardina
Editor In Chief

When Chelsea MacDonaldCoffin moved into her new
apartment in September at The
Grove in Orono, she didn’t expect mold in her bathroom.
She said complex officials
hired a company to stop the
mold by bringing in dehumidifiers. An employee of
that company then told her the
problem wouldn’t be resolved
unless carpeting was redone.
“I brought the issues to a
[visiting] corporate representative,” said MacDonald-Coffin, a second-year management student at the University
of Maine. “She basically said
that I didn’t know what I was
talking about.”
Since the opening weeks of
The Grove at Orono, students
say more complaints have
been lodged and little has been
done to resolve them.
Of late, the largest problem
has been a slew of power outages — anywhere from eight
to 10 within a three-day period last week — which has resulted in chilling temperatures
for a number of residents. The
outages would last anywhere
from 15 minutes to a couple
of hours
“I have emailed, I have
called,”
MacDonald-Coffin said. “Nothing really gets
done until the town actually
comes here.”

Power
spells

outages,

cold

Campus Crest, based in
Charlotte, N.C., owns and operates The Grove in Orono.
Founded in 2004 by Ted Rollins and University of Maine
alumnus Mike Hartnett, the

“We’re continually
working to improve
our response time ...
and believe a
majority of the
residents... are
happy with how
we’ve responded
and resolved
these issues.”
Mike Hartnett
Campus Crest
Co-Founder, CEO

company grew from housing
448 students nationwide in
2005 to over 20,000 in 2013
— six locations opened in
2012. The housing units are
basically the same cookie-cutter design.
“We recognize that our reputation, as an operator and a
community partner, is critical
to the success of our compa-

ny,” Hartnett said in a Saturday interview.
Hartnett, Marketing Director Emily Leverone and Campus Crest spokesman Jason
Chudoba spoke to The
Maine Campus concerning issues brought
to the paper by a number of residents, some
of whom didn’t want to
be named.
“We
understand
there have been some
instances at the Grove
in Orono where we’ve
had some inconvenienced and frustrated
students, and we absolutely apologize for
that,” Hartnett said.
“I’m from Maine — I
went to the University of Maine — [and]
we are focused on responding. There were
a small number of students that experienced
issues and I think early
on it may have taken
longer than we would
have liked to fix.
“We’re continually
working to improve
our response time and
really now believe a
majority of the residents at
the Grove in Orono are happy
with how we’ve responded
and resolved these issues,”
Hartnett added.
Hartnett said he believes
power issues are resolved. He
said the problem was caused

by faulty fuses on transformers, which were installed by
Bangor Hydro, the power company for the Greater Bangor
area and a partner of Campus

ciency can be questioned.
“I think a heat pump will
work very nicely, [but] when
you get down to 20 degrees
or so, I think the efficiency

Crest in the complex’s design.
The power company has since
replaced those fuses.
It was rumored among residents that transformers and
heat pumps couldn’t withstand colder weather. Hartnett
agreed that the pumps’ effi-

of the heat pump is lowered,”
Hartnett said. “When you get
down to really low temperatures, near zero [degrees],
that’s when the electrical heat
[turns on].”
Still, Hartnett and Campus
Crest believe fuses caused

the outages, not the system.
He praised Bangor Hydro for
a quick response, but he said
they were partly to blame.
“I think we had some fuses
that were not properly
installed by them, and
they went out and replaced the faulty fuses,” he said. “It’s by
no means [because] of
faulty design: It was
the fuses, and [Bangor
Hydro] should have
known that from the
design.”
In addition to replacing fuses, Campus
Crest sent a team of
consultants with infrared cameras to take
pictures identifying areas where drafts could
seep into apartments.
“I think in some areas, like electric meter or a laundry-room
vent, you [typically]
see infrared energy
leakage,”
Hartnett
said. “I think the draftiness under doors or a
window that needed
to be replaced here or
there — I think that’s
what we needed to fall
back on to fix. But the true integrity of the design, I think,
is sound.”
When they did decide to
repair some weather stripping,
Campus Crest sent a team
See Grove on A4

Bath Salts hit UMaine campus for 1st time
By Derrick Rossignol
News Editor

On Friday, Jan. 18, the University of Maine Police Department found a non-student
to be in possession of designer
drug bath salts in a dorm room
in Androscoggin Hall.
The drugs were found when
a UMPD officer responded to
a report of an odor of marijuana from a room on the second
floor of Androscoggin Hall.

The officer detected the odor
coming from Room 206 and
knocked on the door. Darin
Lieu, a 19-year-old student,
opened the door, admitted to
possessing marijuana and removed it from his pocket.
Also in the room was Cole
Cassidy, a 19-year-old nonstudent from Durham. Cassidy was searched and was
found with a square black
wallet in his pocket. The
wallet was searched and was

OntheWeb
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at mainecampus.com

found to contain marijuana as
well as small plastic bags of a
white powder, which was determined to be bath salts after
a field test by the officer.
Cassidy was not found to
be under the influence of bath
salts but admitted to the officer that he intended to traffic
the drugs. He was arrested for
unlawful trafficking in synthetic hallucinogenic drugs.
This incident is the first
time bath salts has been

found on the UMaine campus.
UMPD Lieutenant Robert
Welch attributes this to a lack
of overlap between the college
and drug-dealing communities, saying, “You don’t see a
kid successful enough to get
into the University of Maine
[involved with bath salts].”
Welch also said medical
personnel have told him many
bath salts users are “heavy
drug users” and people coming out of rehabilitation for
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problems with cocaine addiction.
On Tues, Jan. 22, dean of
students Robert Dana posted
a message on the Announcement and Alerts folder on
FirstClass, titled, “Fwd: : Notice Regarding Bath Salts”
that read, “Warning: In recent months, Bath Salts have
been an increasing problem
in the Bangor area and there
has been an attempt to bring
them on campus. This attempt
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resulted in an arrest of a non
UMaine student.
“They are very dangerous
drugs that have been misrepresented by sellers as ‘Molly’
or other drugs.”
The message went on to list
side effects of using bath salts,
which included increased
heart rate, fits and delusions,
and severe paranoia and panic attacks. The message also
See Bath Salts on A2
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Lambda Chi Alpha rebounds from tragedy
New fraternity President, brother sit down with The Maine Campus to talk about what happened and what’s next
in the cargo hold. He showed
us a ton of stuff; we got a big
group picture. […] They left
from the parking lot to go to
the plane.”
The members of Lambda
Chi Alpha never saw Hannigan, Rugini or president
Cheney, again.
A little before 5 p.m., after
spending the majority of the
day on a joyride over Maine,
the three young men were
ready to head back to Bangor
from Knox County Regional
Airport.
Right after taking off, their
plane struck a pickup truck
that was crossing the runway.
The plane climbed a couple of
hundred feet in the air before
crashing about 300 yards off
the runway, killing both passengers and the pilot.

pha had a scheduled Brotherhood gathering, a mandatory,
closed-off hangout session
with the fraternity.
On the afternoon of Friday,
In the late afternoon, when
Nov. 16, the Lambda Chi Alreports began seeping out
pha fraternity went on a group
about a plane crash, fraternity
excursion to tour the Bangor
member Lucas Bernardi heard
Air Force Base, where fraterabout a crash on the radio.
nity alumnus William “B.J.”
He contacted Thomas “T.J.”
Hannigan worked. After tourDoherty, who was vice presiing the base with Hannigan,
dent of the fraternity at the
who had developed a passion
time, who told Manning.
for flying after a couple years
“[After we heard about the
working at the base, the macrash] we waited because we
jority of the fraternity parted
had a Brotherhood event that
ways. Hannigan and fellow
night and just figured, ‘Oh,
members David Cheney and
they’ll come back, they’ll
Marcelo Rugini headed out
come back,’” Manning said.
for a joyride with the newly
“But when the Brotherhood
licensed Hannigan.
event started, we said ‘OK,
“B.J. showed us around,”
they would have been here.’”
said Brad Manning, a thirdAs time went on throughout
year construction managethe night, more brothers began
ment and technology student
showing up at the house as the
and member of Lambda Chi,
‘We were the first people worrying increased.
recalling the morning, now
“Throughout the entire
one month later inside the fra- to know’
night, when we weren’t sure,
ternity house. “He showed us
That night, Lambda Chi Al- we were just staying posiinside the plane, which was
tive,” Manning said.
“First we called that
airport, then [Lambda
Chi Alpha Ritualist]
Tom Green called the
state police, and we
just stayed in contact,
seeing if there were
any updates, and we
pretty much got confirmation from that
point.
“Around midnight,
we were sure,” Manning added. “We
made sure all the
brothers stayed here.
We didn’t talk about
it. We didn’t let anyDerrick Rossignol • News Editor one else know. We
were the first people
Brad Manning (left) and Thomas “T.J.” Doherty talk about the plane crash
to know.”
that killed three of their fraternity brothers in November.

By Jesse Scardina
Editor In Chief

Derrick Rossignol • News Editor

A makeshift memorial was erected in the study room of the Lambda Chi Alpha fraternity house remembering the lives of David Cheney, Marcelo Rugini and William “B.J.” Hannigan, who died in a plane crash in Nov.

‘He loved this place’
Both Manning and Doherty
joined the fraternity in their
first year of school, Doherty
slightly earlier than Manning.
Early on, each had significant
chances to mingle with the
slightly older members of the
fraternity — something that
apparently isn’t the case in all
fraternities.
“The guys here were all
different,”
Doherty
said.
“There’s something for everybody, they were open and
diverse. There’s not much of
a generation gap here, as far
as age goes. It seems in other
places, the older guys don’t
associate with the younger
guys that much.”
In Greek Life, every incoming member is matched

with a “big brother” or “big
sister,” which helps the new
affiliate get accustomed to the
environment.
“You just hang out, watch
the game or something,” Manning said of the big brother
relationship. “They find out
what you do, who you are,
what type of person you are.
They see if you’re a good fit
for the fraternity.”
Manning’s big brother was
Bernardi — perhaps Rugini’s
closest friend in the fraternity.
“We ended up getting really close,” Manning said of his
relationship with Bernardi and
Rugini. “Marcelo and Lucas
were ridiculous.”
Hannigan was Doherty’s
big brother. Doherty saw firsthand the delight that planes
brought Hannigan, noting

that Hannigan was excited to
finally get his pilot’s license
last semester.
“It was a passion of his. He
wanted it for a while because
he worked for the Air Force
Base in Bangor, but hadn’t
gotten to it [until recently],”
Doherty said. “It started out as
a means to pay for school.”
“[B.J.] began to love it,”
Manning added. “That’s what
he wanted to do with his life
was fly planes.”
During their first year in
the fraternity, Cheney was
the fraternity educator, which
teaches “members on our core
values and our founders,”
Doherty said. “It’s fraternity
history.”
In the start of their first
See Lambda Chi on A3

New compost facility Autopsy reveals Belcher
increases sustainability drunk during shootings
Lauren Abbate

For The Maine Campus
A new composting facility located on Rangeley Road
is the first “advanced-composting” system in the state,
brought to life through collaboration between University
of Maine Dining Services and
the University of Maine Cooperative Extension.
The facility will turn nearly
one ton of food waste from
campus dining facilities into
a high quality advanced compost to be used for grounds
and other campus needs. Auxiliary Services purchased the
composter from Green Mountain Technologies, a company
based in Washington. Facilities Management will be running the facility on a day-today basis.
The University has been
composting food waste for
nearly 15 years; however, it
has never been this advanced
and is usually not on site.
Auxiliary Services had con-

tracted out the composting of
its organic waste and is proud
to see it come back to campus,
which aside from being environmentally friendly, will also
lessen the cost of composting.
“It will be considerably
cheaper to compost on site
rather than contracting to a
private business,” said Dan
Sturrup, Executive Director of
Auxiliary Services.
Instead of the typical exposed composting system,
“the composting process takes
place in an enclosed unit […]
that is essentially a 10 feet
wide by 40 feet long by 5 feet
tall steel dumpster with a clear
plastic greenhouse on top,”
said Misa Saros, University
of Maine conservation and
energy compliance specialist.
“[This system] offers multiple
benefits, including odor control, elimination of possible
pest issues and acceleration of
the composting process.”
The advanced composting
system “is utilizing all the
technology available,” Stur-
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rup said. “It’s a really high
quality product.”
The resulting compost has
been tailored to scientific perfection by the University of
Maine Cooperative Extension,
specifically by Extension professor Mark Hutchinson, who
has had years of composting
experience.
“I deal with compost
worldwide, and it’s nice to
see it come to our backyard,”
Hutchinson said.
Saros believes this facility
is a step towards sustainability
on campus.
“This is a fantastic example
of efficient and productive use
of a valuable resource […]
that is too often treated as
‘waste’ and disposed of […]
in landfills or incinerators,”
Saros said.
In collaboration with the
Littlefield Nurseries and Hoop
Houses, UMaine will be able
to say “it goes not just from
plate back to plant, but back
See Compost on A4
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Blood alcohol content .17, over twice Missouri legal limit
By Jesse Scardina
Editor In Cheif

Former linebacker for the
Kansas City Chiefs and University of Maine football Jovan Belcher was legally drunk
when he fatally shot his girlfriend and later himself Dec.
1, according to an autopsy released Jan 14.
The report stated that
Belcher’s blood alcohol content was .17, which is more
than double the legal driving
limit of .08 in Missouri, according to the Bangor Daily
News.
On the morning of Dec. 1,
Belcher and Kassandra Perkins,
the mother of his 3-month-old
daughter, got into an argument
before Belcher shot Perkins repeatedly. The autopsy revealed
that Belcher shot Perkins nine
times, with wounds to her
neck, chest, stomach, legs and
hands. According to the report,
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Perkins’ blood alcohol results
were negligible.
After shooting Perkins,
Belcher drove to the Arrowhead Stadium, where the
Chiefs play, and was confronted by then general manager

Scott Pioli and head coach
Romeo Crennel who urged
Belcher to put the gun down.
Once Blecher heard sirens, he
ducked behind a parked car and
shot himself in the temple. He
was pronounced dead shortly
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after arriving at the hospital.
Crennel and Pioli are no longer with the Chiefs.
Police questioned Belcher
approximately five hours before he killed Perkins, after he
was seen asleep in his Bentley
with the engine running at another friend’s house. Belcher
showed no signs of being drunk
and the police did not administer a blood alcohol test.
Belcher assured the officers
he wasn’t going to be driving
and was eventually let into the
house he was camped out in
front of.
While at UMaine, Belcher
was a football standout and was
named a first-team All-American in 2008 while also winning
the Colonial Athletic Association Defensive Player of the
Year. Belcher was a member
of Male Athletes Against Violence at UMaine, which is an
See Belcher on A4
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Student Women’s Association MLK breakfast
sponsoring Pro-Choice Week cancelled due to
lack of planning
Lauren Reeves

Assitant News Editor

In honor of the 40th anniversary of Roe v. Wade
— a landmark decision by the
United States Supreme Court
to give women rights on abortion — the Student Women’s
Association is sponsoring its
annual Pro-Choice Week.
Third-year
journalism
student and co-chair of the
Student Women’s Association Casey Weed wrote in an
email that Pro-Choice Week
“consist[s] of daily events to
create awareness and provide
education concerning reproductive rights and women’s
issues. As part of Pro-Choice
Week, we will be tabling each
day in the Union and we will
have a poster where people
can write why they’re prochoice.”
According to the LexisNexis case summary, Roe v. Wade
is one of the most significant
cases in the history of American court decisions because it
established a woman’s right to
a safe and legal abortion, pursuant to the penumbral right
of privacy.
In 1973, Jane Roe filed a

lawsuit against district attorney of Dallas County, Texas,
Henry Wade, challenging the
constitutionality of Texas
abortion laws, “she was a
single, pregnant woman who
was residing in Dallas County,
Texas.
“She further alleged that
she desired to terminate her

“We’re not trying to force any beliefs on
anyone, but it’s an important issue in the
U.S. right now and should be discussed.”
Casey Weed
Co-chair, Student Women’s Association
pregnancy by an abortion
‘performed by a competent, licensed physician, under safe,
clinical conditions,’” according to the case summary of
Roe v. Wade, “and that she
was unable to obtain a ‘legal’ abortion in Texas because
her life did not appear to be
threatened by the continuation
of her pregnancy.”
The court declared the
abortion laws too vague and
infringed on the Ninth and
14th Amendment rights.

Police
Beat
The best from
UMaine’s finest

By Derrick Rossignol
News Editor

Laptop left behind
UMPD received a
report of theft from a
lab in Barrows Hall
at 3:41 p.m. Jan. 14.
A laptop, valued at
$200, was taken from
the lab some time
over Christmas break.
There were no signs of
forced entry. There are
currently no suspects.

“We’re
asking
people
who consider themselves
pro-choice to create a flyer
explaining why they are prochoice,” Weed wrote. “We
sent the flyer template on the
announcements folder and
people can create their own
(including their name, picture
and why they’re pro-choice).”

Back pocket blunder
UMPD received a report
of theft at the Hilltop
dining hall at 11:33
a.m. Jan. 16. A male
student reported his
wallet missing, and it
was recovered by dining
staff. Approximately
$50 was missing
from the wallet.

Weed wrote that the SWA
has received several posters
so far and members of the
group are working on several
as well.
“[The posters] will definitely spark conversation, which is
essentially what we’re trying
to do,” Weed wrote. “We’re
not trying to force any beliefs
on anyone, but it’s an important issue in the U.S. right now
and should be discussed.”
Delaney Guerino, a fourthyear secondary education

Bud buds
UMPD received a report
of a drug offense in
Androscoggin Hall at
8:06 p.m. Jan. 14. A
UMPD officer detected
an odor of marijuana
coming from a room
and knocked on the
door. The door was
opened and the officer
detected a strong odor
of marijuana. Joseph
Clifford, 19, turned
over a small jar of
marijuana and a pipe
and was summonsed
for possession of
marijuana. Two other
male students, 18 and
19, were referred to
Judicial Affairs.
Ghost roach
UMPD received a
report of a drug offense
on the 4th floor of

student with a concentration
in English and a member of
SWA, wrote in an email that
“These posters are [designed]
mostly to show our support for
women’s right to choose and
our trust in women to make
such a life-changing decision.
“In addition, we put up
the posters during pro-choice
week because it also raises
awareness about the events
we have going on for the week
and the fact that the Roe v.
Wade decision was made on
January 22nd, 1973, which is
not a date that stands out in
many people’s minds,” Guerino wrote.
When asked why ProChoice Week is important,
Weed wrote, “I consider myself to be pro-choice because
I see the issue primarily as a
rights issue. Women should
have the right to make their
own decisions and no one else
should judge them or tell them
what they can or cannot do
with their own body — every
situation is different. I also
think that the topic of abortion is very big right now and
people should be informed
and educated about important
issues.”

Androscoggin Hall at
8:50 p.m. Jan. 13. A
UMPD officer detected
an odor of marijuana
coming from a room
and made contact with
the male resident, 19,
inside. No marijuana
was found. The
student was referred
to Judicial Affairs.
Dirty thirty
UMPD received a report
of an alcohol offense
at the Hilltop parking
lot at 7:25 p.m. Jan.
14. Michael Marcketta,
19, was found with
a 30-pack of Rolling
Rock beer. Marcketta
was summonsed
for possession of
alcohol by a minor.

UMaine hosting kid’s activities at YMCA
By Jesse Scardina
Editor in Chief

While Martin Luther King
Jr. Day is celebrated across the
University of Maine campus in
a variety of ways — most notably the lack of classes — one
staple of MLK Day won’t be
taking place.
The Martin Luther King Jr.
Breakfast, which is planned
by the Greater Bangor Area
NAACP and usually hosted by
UMaine, won’t take place this
year, according to the Bangor
Daily News.
The main reason, according
to the BDN, was that a number
of the organization’s members
were occupied by November’s
presidential election. By the
time election season ended,
there wasn’t enough time to
put together an adequate MLK
Breakfast.
“The people that were primarily involved in making sure
[the breakfast] transpired every
year got involved in some other
activities, Bob Talbot, an execu-

tive committee member at the
NAACP Bangor chapter, told
the BDN.
The chapter’s board tried
unsuccessfully to hold several
meetings, which didn’t draw a
quorum because of its members’
other endeavors.
The Bangor Area NAACP
acting President George Mathis
has been traveling through New
England since November, according to the BDN, and is on
his way back to Maine. He told
the paper that the chapter would
start planning for next year’s
Martin Luther King Jr. Breakfast earlier in the year and hopes
to bring it back to UMaine.
UMaine is still planning on
holding a series of children’s
activities that focus on diversity
and the teachings of Martin Luther King Jr. at the Old TownOrono YMCA from noon-3:30
p.m. UMaine students, AmeriCorps Service members and
community members will lead
activities, and all children that
attend will receive a free Tshirt.

Dao presides
over short
UMSG meeting
By Liam Nee
Staff Reporter

On Jan. 15, the University of Maine General Student Senate’s first meeting of
2013’s spring semester, held
in the Memorial Union’s Bangor Room, heard club presentations from the Catholic and
Muslim Student Associations
and gave executive reports.
The meeting took a mere 44
minutes to complete.
Kim Dao, a third-year biology student, presided over
the body for the first time as
president. Dao received the
highest percentage of votes,
38.7 percent, last October during UMSG, Inc.’s executive
elections.
Appointments, resignations included in executive
reports
In her executive reports,
President Dao appointed thirdyear business management
student Sen. William “Nick”
Smith and first-year political
science student Sen. Lee Jackson to her cabinet and also
hinted at a potential retreat
planned for GSS members.
“We need to strengthen [the
executive camaraderie from]
within,” Dao said. “Spending
time outside of meetings in
imperative.”
In Vice President Helmke’s
reports, the fourth-year political science student announced
he would be taking applications for his executive position immediately following
the meeting in the hope that a
new VP could be appointed before April so the entire month
could be used for training.
Helmke is expected to graduate this May.
Helmke also revealed the
resignation of GSS clerk Theo
Koboski, a third-year marine
sciences student, who, according to various sources, has
been recently named president
of Alpha Tau Omega. Applications for the position of GSS
clerk are also being accepted.
Vice President for Student
Organizations Sarah Porter, a fourth-year psychology
student, also announced she
would be taking applications
for her position so that effective training can be completed before graduation. Like
Helmke, Porter is expected to
graduate in May.
Porter also stated that former president Chris Protzmann

has been asked to stay and assist with the process to fully
implement OrgSync, as he
played a large role in the introduction of the program. Porter is currently meeting with
Legal Services attorney Sean
O’Mara to work out the legalities within the OrgSync contract. Porter also stated that the
Club of the Month honors for
December and January would
be combined.
Catholic, Muslim Student
Associations present
The Catholic Student Association, which promotes Catholic faith at the university and
beyond, presented on its recent
trip to the 2013 SEEK Conference in Orlando, Fla. from Jan.
2 to 6. Club president Theresa
Therriault spoke on behalf of
the group, stating the trip was
“absolutely phenomenal.”
“[It was] one of the most
unique experiences I’ve ever
had,” Therriault said. “We left
Maine when it was zero degrees and arrived in Orlando
at 82 [degrees].”
Therriault said one speaker,
a priest, talked about debating with Stephen Hawking on
Larry King Live.
The Muslim Student Association, which is dedicated
to promoting a greater understanding of Islam based on
the Holy Quran, presented on
its recent trip to the Reviving
the Islamic Spirit Conference
in Toronto from Dec. 21 to 23.
Club president Nabel Hashmi
said the trip was a success.
“It was an eye-opening
event, for all,” Hashmi said.
“We were able to experience
the easing of cross-cultural
barriers.”
A first-year club member
also spoke on his thoughts of
the conference, illustrating
the site he saw upon arrival:
“20,000 people from all different races all talking together in
one place.”
Minor allocations
Both the men’s and women’s Ultimate Frisbee clubs
had $500 allocated for their
upcoming trip to the 2013
High Tide Tournament in
Brunswick, Ga. during March,
$400 was given to the Interfraternity Council for their trip
to the Association of Fraternal
Leadership & Values conference and $200 was allocated
to the Horticulture Club for
their office budget.

The Maine Campus • News

Lambda Chi
from A1

year in Lambda Chi Alpha, the
fraternity didn’t have a house.
Its body was disconnected
from the foundation, and it
was condemned. After finally
raising the money to fix the
house, the brothers were able
to move in. Work was needed
continuously — but that didn’t
slow down Cheney, who soon
took the post as fraternity
president.
“Cheney set a new bar,”
Doherty said. “He was always
doing something, whether it
was school work or fraternity
work, when you walked by his
room — his door was always
open — he was sitting at his
table, responding to emails,
doing reports to send to nationals or doing his studies.
He didn’t even have a TV in
his room.”
Cheney was pleased that
the fraternity finally had a
home of its own, but wanted
to continue improving the fraternity.
“I remember that Cheney
and I would talk all the time
about how this place was on
the up-and-up and we needed
to keep pushing,” Manning
said. “And just remembering that this is what he would
have wanted, for us to move
on and push forward and keep
improving this place — because he loved this place.”
One of Cheney’s biggest objectives, according to
Doherty and Manning, was to
have the Lambda Chi Alpha
Northeast Conclave hosted at
UMaine.
The Northeast Conclave
consists of nine Lambda Chi
Alpha chapters and is a multiday leadership seminar where
the host-school is selected af-

ter an application process.
“Our national adviser who
comes up every semester
recommended that we look
into hosting because it hasn’t
been hosted in Maine ever,”
Doherty said. “We applied in
early November. [Cheney]
had a huge role in it.”
It was fitting that a couple
of weeks later, just days before the accident would claim
his life, Cheney and the rest of
the fraternity found out that
the Conclave would be hosted
in Maine for the first time in
2013.
“We found out we were
hosting it a couple [of] weeks
later, before Thanksgiving,”
Doherty said. “It’s kind of an
honor to host it. [Cheney] was
very proud.”
it’

‘We can’t just give up on

In addition to trying to arrange a three-day, multifaceted event like the Conclave,
2013 happens to be Lambda
Chi Alpha’s 100-year anniversary, which will feature a
catered celebration on campus
with a number of alumni expected to appear.
With two events needing so
much preparation and focus, it
could be hard enough to pull
off with a stable fraternity
— let alone one that tragically
lost three members, including
its president. It would have
been understandable — to say
the least — if the conclave
had been moved to a different
location, to save the brothers
the hardship of organization
after weeks, even months, of
heartbreak.
But the brothers were having none of it.
“It might have crossed
guys’ minds,” Doherty said.

“But we knew it was one of
those things that we had to do.
There wasn’t an option. We
can’t just give up on it.”
Instead, the brothers of
Lambda Chi Alpha are using their two huge events this
semester as opportunities to
showcase to the community,
their alumni and their fellow
chapters that they will continue on, in memory of their
fallen brothers.
“Hopefully, during our centennial, there’ll be a reveal of
— I’m not exactly sure what
we’ve decided — but we’re
going to reveal something that
day,” Doherty said. “There’s
been talk about dedicating
a new front porch, or a new
monument, or something on
this property [to our brothers].
There’s also a capstone project
that has been proposed to us
about doing a memorial garden to the side of our house.”
For the time being, Lambda
Chi Alpha erected a makeshift
memorial in the chapter room
at the entrance of their house,
featuring photos of Cheney,
Hannigan and Rugini, along
with personal tokens, letters
of condolences and other important remembrances of their
fallen brothers.
Despite this tragedy, the
fraternity is looking toward
the future and recently held
elections for positions for
next school year. Doherty was
named president, replacing
Cheney’s post.
“My big thing is, I want
to continue to hold all the officers at the same standards
[as Cheney],” Doherty said.
“I want to keep pushing them
and start new things. There’s
always room to expand.”
Even in the wake of dramatic loss, Lambda Chi Alpha
is already trying to find ways
to grow.
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Derrick Rossignol • News Editor

Until a permanent memorial is erected in the memory of their fallen brothers, a wall lined with keepsakes keeps the memories of their fallen brothers alive.
(top): A group picture of Lambda Chi Alpha was taken moments before Cheney, Hannigan and Rugini
left for their joyride.
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Compost
from A1

to plate again because they’re
producing products that we
actually use in our kitchens,”
Sturrup said.
“The whole goal was to
bring [composting] back to
campus, have it available for
grounds, have it available for
the Hoop House. The farm

The Maine Campus • News

will use it as an amendment
for their soils as well,” Sturrup said.
Sturrup did not rule out the
option of commercially selling it if enough compost is
produced.
Having this facility on
campus will also serve as a
learning tool to students of the
school of Environmental Sciences and Sustainable Agriculture who wish to expand their
knowledge on the processes

of food sustainability. Environmental Science student
Christopher Nashi says he’s
glad the University is bringing such an advanced system
of composting to campus.
“It’s really great when what
I am learning in the classroom
is actually brought to life on
campus,” Nashi said. “It’s
something that is really encouraging.
The departments involved
are hopeful that this will also

send a positive message to the
community and spark interest about being sustainable
and environmentally friendly.
Like the Littlefield Nurseries
and Winter Farm, educational
sessions will be tied into the
facility to educate people on
how the system actually works
firsthand.
The facility will take about
$25,000 a year to run with
funding coming from the auxiliary budget.

University of Maine Briefs

M

Job Scam circulating through
CareerLink
The University of Maine issued
a statement warning students about
a job scam posted on UMaine’s
CareerLink. The ad disguises itself
as a mystery shopping position and
asks that you cash checks as apart
of the application process.
The company name in the email
was ACUITY. If you see one of the
emails, contact the UMaine Career
Center with any information.
For more information about job
scams, visit the UMaine Career
Center website.
Study Abroad Information
sessions
The Office of International Programs has set dates for information
sessions for any students interested
in traveling abroad. Various destinations have different meeting
times, as follows:
Europe: Monday, Jan. 21 at
6 p.m. Bumps Room, Memorial
Union
Australia, New Zealand: Thursday, Jan 31 at 6 p.m. 202 Winslow
Hall
Asia, Eastern Europe: Monday,
Feb. 6 at 6 p.m. Bumps Room, Memorial Union
Sea Programs: Wednesday, Feb.
13 at 6 p.m. 202 Winslow Hall

13

Blood Drive set for Feb. 12,

The American Red Cross is
hosting a two-day blood drive at
the University of Maine in the New
Balance Student Recreation Center
on Feb. 12 and 13 from 11 a.m. to
5 p.m.
There will be a raffle, which
includes buy one get one free ski
passes, Valentines Day themed gift
cards and more.
Volunteers can sign up at signupschedule.com/bodwellcenter
Shuttle transportation on campus will be available and for questions, contact Meagan McCready
on FirstClass.

Apple Workshop schedule for
Feb. 12
On Tuesday, Feb. 12 at 5 p.m.,
students, faculty and community
members will have the chance
to get Mac savvy with an Apple
Workshop at the Foster Center for
Student Innovation.
Put on by Apple Representative
Duane Shimmel, the workshop
will teach you how to use iCloud,
which syncs information to all your
Apple devices; Time Machine,
which helps with backing up important files; and Mail, which will
allow you to manage all email and
calendar accounts.
Dinner will be provided. Call
207.581.1454 for more information.
Snowshoeing Wellness Walk
Director of the New Balance
Student Recreation Center Jeff
Hunt is leading snowshoeing tours
of the DeMeritt Forest Trail system
behind the Rec Center. Snowshoes
are available to Rec employees but
are limited, so if you have your
own pair, you’re encouraged to
bring them.
There are two tours, the first on
Jan. 29 from noon-1:15 p.m. and
Thursday, Feb. 14 from 3:45-5
p.m. for a Valentine’s sunset hike.
All Maine Women plan info
sessions
All Maine Women, which
pledges to uphold and promote
the ideals, standards and tradition
of UMaine is holding a number of
info gathering sessions:
Wednesday, Jan. 23, 6 p.m. Totman Room
Thursday, Jan. 24, 12:30 p.m.
FFA Room
Tuesday, Jan. 29, 6 p.m. Totman
Room
Wednesday, Jan. 30, noon Collaborative Media Lab Conference
room (Fogler)

Belcher
from A1

extracurricular group that focuses on raising awareness
about domestic violence.
However, while at UMaine,
Belcher did have a couple incidents involving violence.
On April 1, 2006, during his
freshman year, Belcher suffered a cut on his hand when
he punched out a window on

the ground floor of Androscoggin Hall, according to university police Sgt. Scott Curtis.
“I was told that Belcher was
upset over a girl,” Curtis said,
according to the Bangor Daily
News.
Ten months later, Belcher
was subjected to a noise complaint after a student called the
police about yelling between
Belcher and a girl, as they
had a “discussion outside his
room.”

From the
Archives:
Jan. 14, 1913
The following piece was
originally printed in The
Maine Campus on Jan. 14,
1913. It is being reprinted
here, in its entirety, in a new
piece called “From the Archives.” The author’s name
was not given.
Wednesday lecture: On
the “Development of the Judiciary in Maine”
Former Chief Justice L.
A. Emery of Maine Supreme
bench gave the Wednesday afternoon lecture at the library,
speaking on the development
of the Judiciary of Maine.
Judge Emery spoke of the
judiciary of any state, country,
or other politically organized
community as the depository
of judicial power. There are
three powers exercised by the
organizations, legislative, executive, and judicial. In olden
times these three were exercised by one person or group
of persons, but such a combination of powers is likely
to lead to despotism. In the
modern state it is now the tendency to place these powers
each in separate bodies. The
constitutions of the various
states invest these difference
powers in different persons or
groups so that no two of the
powers shall be vested in any
one person or group.
The political bodies or institutions established by a
state or people for the exercise
of the judicial power are styled
courts and the individual exercising any judicial power is
termed a judge or justice. A
court may be constituted with
a single judge or with several
judges. The aggregate of the
various courts in a state constitutes its judiciary, and the
procedure of its courts constitute its judicial system.
At the time that the judicial system of Massachusetts
extended over Maine justices
of the peace were appointed in
the various towns to exercise
power in small cases.
The counties of Maine
were grouped into three judicial districts and the Circuit
Court of Common Pleas was

established for each circuit.
This court held terms in each
county in its circuit.
When Maine became an
independent state the legislature in its first session in 1820
organized the Maine Supreme
Judicial court. In 1839 the
Court of Common Pleas was
abolished. The state was divided into three judicial districts and a district court established in each district. The
district courts succeeded to all
the jurisdictions, powers, and
duties of their predecessors,
the court of common pleas.
In 1852 the District courts
were abolished and all their
work imposed upon the Supreme Judicial court. This arrangement has continued down
to the present day, except that
in Cumberland and Kennebec
counties a superior court held
by one judge has been established to relieve the congestion of judicial business there.
All judges of judicial courts
high or low are now appointed
by the governor with the consent of the council. The tenure
of all judges except municipal
judges is now seven years.
The custom of reappointment
of judges proving honest and
capable has come so into use
that the tenure is practically
during good behavior.
The function of the judiciary of Maine according to Judge
Emery is in the last analysis
simply to find and declare the
truth in any matter or question
regularly submitted. There
is no such thing as judicial
policy. Judges do not render
judgments because they find
them just but because they
find them to be the law and the
facts of the case require such
judgments. The greatest duty
imposed upon the judiciary of
Maine is that of determining
whether a statute enacted by
the legislature is forbidden by
some clause of the federal or
state constitution.
Judge Emery said that having resigned his own place on
the court he could say without vanity that he is proud of
our judiciary. He believes the
safety and welfare of the people require it to be upheld.
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UMaine gets ‘green
thumbs up’ for installation
of new composter

U

niversity of Maine Dining Services and the University of Maine Cooperative Extension have partnered in a commendable effort to bring UMaine
into the new year in sustainable style.
The fruits of their collaboration include a new
composting facility, of Northwest-U.S. origins, that will take
the university’s previous measures to compost food waste to
a whole new level, in terms of sustainability. Its benefits will
manifest in more ways than just environmental — so those
among you who don’t feel all warm and fuzzy about composting
practices can still be excited by the promise of a lesser burden
on the Auxiliary budget.
Contracting out other businesses to compost our food waste
in previous years wasn’t the most “cost-effective” practice in
any sense of the word. But now the initial investment in an
“advanced-composting” system — the first in the state — will
mean the waste is managed on site, and the resulting product
will benefit the health of our campus’ and its affiliates’ physical
grounds, not to mention serve as a responsible means of disposal for the near-ton of food waste generated by campus dining
facilities annually.
Cooperation from university employees will make the implementation and maintenance of this new composting system an
entirely family affair. Facilities Management, for example, will
undertake the task of maintaining the daily operations of the
site. Experienced professors will oversee the process.
As a result, there exists a great new learning opportunity for
students in related areas of study, such as those in the Environmental Sciences and Sustainable Agriculture program. They will
have an opportunity to experience an easily accessible, real-life
application of the very concepts they are studying.
UMaine students should be proud of the example the university is setting and should strive to implement similar practices
on a small scale in their own lives. The institution is not only
showing a commitment to a multi-faceted approach to sustainability, but is doing so with much attention to detail and with an
obvious willingness to revisit and improve their policies over
time.
It’s no shock that a land grant university with a rich history
and strong ties to the sciences would be continually improving
its relationship to the environment, but that shouldn’t detract
from the importance of each individual step in that direction.
For this particular step it deserves two thumbs — green thumbs
— up.
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Addressing gun laws a necessity in
this country in wake of tragedies
Antonio Addessi
After a year of several firearm-related massacres, our nation is rethinking its gun laws
in a huge way. These shootings,
from that of Senator Gifford of
Arizona to the one in Newtown,
Conn. that killed 20 children and
six teachers, have caused many
states to put laws into motion
to prevent people who are not
mentally stable from acquiring
firearms and licenses and to ban
semi-automatic weapons.
Is there any reason that you
may need to purchase a semiautomatic or automatic weapon?
Think hard. I’ll give you a hint
— there isn’t, unless you are a
member of the military waged
in war. These weapons are not
used for hunting game. People
do not carry uzis, or set up .50
caliber rifles to hunt deer. Unless
of course you want lead-flavored
venison, you do not need to hunt
with an AK-47.

The state and federal government do not want to take away
people’s right to bear arms, they
simply want to prevent awful and senseless crimes, like
Sandy Hook Elementary, from
ever happening again. Creating
new laws on firearms will not
stop killing. What the government is trying to accomplish is
what they feel they can control;
availability of firearms and their
purchase by people who are not
mentally stable. The government cannot control someone’s
thoughts or prevent people from
going through psychotic breaks.
In many of the articles I have
recently read on the issue, people are repeating over and over
how they do not want their rights
taken away from them by the
government because of recent
events. Yet, what our society has
to realize is that the idea that a
gun protects you from harm,

doesn’t apply anymore.
We as a society need to move
on from this archaic form of
thinking and begin to realize
that guns and firearms alienate
people. They cause the person
in possession of them to believe
that, with ownership of a piece
of metal, nothing bad will happen to them, and anyone who
wants to tango will have to suffer the consequences. As a community we need to stand up to
violence. We need to stop being
scared of each other and start
forming bonds. With a strong
community bond, you don’t
need to be scared of your neighbors. Instead of threatening, we
should be helping each other,
talking and communicating, and
looking to change the future for
the children of our communities
that look to us as mentors.
My suggestion is this: Go
out, talk to your neighbors and

have them over for dinner. Bring
them their paper when you pick
up yours. Start caring for others
and it will be returned back to
you in a big way. We do not need
to be scared anymore. What we
need is to listen to each other.
People like Adam Lanza do not
just wake up in the morning and
spontaneously go on a killing
spree. There are warning signs
and if we had a more tight knit
community these signs would
not have gone unnoticed and he
could have gotten help.
Communities like ours need
to believe in each other. I, for
one, believe that caring for the
people around you leads them
to be less hostile and more prosperous. Community connections cannot be put into law. If
we change the way we approach
situations, we can curb killings
and make our society safer and
happier.

Fiscal cliff avoided — for
now — but taxes still raise
The recent fiscal cliff, holiday-fiasco compromise left few
Americans satisfied with the
federal government, magnifying
its already apparent, elementary
animosity. Much of the debate focused on the extension of acrossthe-board federal income-tax rates
— Bush tax cuts — that were set
to expire at the end of 2012.
What exactly came of the fiscal-cliff aversion? Taxable income
up to $400,000 for single filers
or $450,000 for joint filers made
it through the deal unscathed.
For those Americans above this
rate, fewer than 1 percent of U.S.
households, tax rates are set to rise
to 39.6 percent — the same level
set during the Clinton Administration.
In addition, the deal’s failure
to extend the Social Security payroll tax holiday of 2011 and 2012
will have anywhere between 77 to
83 percent of U.S. households to
pay more taxes overall this year,
simply because the payroll tax is
returning to its previous level.
Although the payroll tax was
designed to be a short-term stimulation to the economy — unlike
the long-term Bush tax cuts —
taxes for a majority of Americans
will be increasing this year. You
win some and you lose some, but
overall, the deal was adequate and
better than the alternative.
On Friday, House GOP leaders proposed the extension of the
federal debt limit by three months,
signaling the first chatter of the

year on the debt-ceiling debate.
Forgive me for reiterating annual static, but a brief history is
essential. The debt-ceiling has
been increased 94 times in the last
68 years. Up until the mid-1990s,
this was fairly routine practice. In
1995, however, the Republican
House leadership demanded national debt responsibility for the

promising, smoother debate and a
satisfactory conclusion.
Although the proposal included no spending cuts, it did include
provisions that would require the
House and Senate to pass a budget blueprint for the next fiscal
year — or risk not getting paid.
Deemed “No Budget, No Pay” by
the bipartisan group No Labels,

By requiring both
chambers to pass
formal budgets by April
15, Democrats and
Republicans will be
forced to identify deficitreducing measures
on a yearly basis.
Logan Nee
first time, but President Clinton
dismissed their suggestions, and
the most serious government shutdown in U.S. history ensued.
Stalemates didn’t stop there.
In 2011, a prolonged debt-ceiling
debate got so volatile it actually
led to a credit downgrade, a direct
testament to the repercussions of
a gridlocked Congress on the nation’s economy.
Friday’s proposal looks to be
— at the least — foreshadowing a

this addition could force Congress
to make adequate cuts on a yearly
basis rather than having to propose long-term cuts on a cumulative basis.
By requiring both chambers to
pass formal budgets by April 15,
Democrats and Republicans will
be forced to identify deficit-reduction measures on a yearly basis in
order to pass an annual budget.
Passing a budget has been a legal obligation for the Senate and

House since 1974, yet the Senate
hasn’t passed one in three years.
With all due respect, passing a
budget could make it easier for
them to do their job.
The Treasury claims the government would be missing payments to entities such as the
military and senior citizens if a
debt-ceiling plan weren’t made by
the end of February, potentially
leading to a financial crisis. But
isn’t that what they always say?
House Republicans are finally
getting the right idea, and that
gives me optimism. Proposing
a preposterous $245 billion tax
decrease and entitlement reform
without any precedent on annual budget decreases, like House
leaders did in 1995, is equivalent
to a child suddenly asking his
parents to up and sell their house
— knowing wholeheartedly they
want to keep it out of the family’s best interest — and then, of
course, points to his suggestion
down the road, even though his
parents don’t have enough money
to pay the monthly heating bill.
It’s important to remember that
good things come in small increments. Congress and the President
must proceed in a responsible and
civil manner. Be it Medicare,
Social Security, education, infrstructure, defense — you name it,
everything must be “on the table.”
Most Republicans and Democrats
can agree on that.
The real problem is finding a
table.
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Celebration of MLK Day
should be done with actions
The celebration of Martin
Luther King Jr. Day must include a celebration of the many
civil rights movements our
country has experienced. From
the women’s rights movement
to racial equality, the United
States has experienced many
large strides toward becoming
“a more perfect union” and embracing the idea of “freedom
for all.” But while
we do celebrate
the achievements
of activists like
MLK Jr., we must
also promise to
continue
their
work.
One may easily forget that the
landmark Brown
v. Board of Education
decision
occurred less than
60 years ago. The
March on Washington will celebrate its 50th
anniversary this
year. Women have not been afforded the right to vote for even
100 years. We live in an age
when we are still experiencing
change and growth of the utmost importance on a constant
basis. Yet, following these advances, we encounter setbacks.
Racial stereotypes still hinder
society. Women are facing a
war against their own bodies
and choices. For each positive,
forward step we take, a regres-

Imagine millions upon millions
of men and women, black,
white, tall, short, gay, straight,
rich and poor standing together,
fighting against inequality.
This is why we all must remember Martin Luther King
Jr., Susan B. Anthony and the
many others who fought for just
causes. We cannot accept mere
celebration. We must respect
and understand
the holiday. To
honor
MLK
Jr. in rememWhile you enjoy your
brance is one
day off from classes
thing, but to
honor him in
or work, be sure to
action is anremember those people
other.
who have fought for a
While you
enjoy
your day
country that can thrive
off from classwithout prejudice.
es or work,
be sure to remember those
people
who
Jeri Cosgrove
have fought for
a country that
can thrive withyear, Maine voters made clear out prejudice. And also, be sure
that they expect and demand to act. Fight for those causes
fairness with the approval of that still need your support.
Question 1. But will this trend Fight against those prejudices
carry on? That depends, very that still do run free. Be a part
pointedly, on the action we, as of the many changes that still
must be made. But, most ima society, are willing to take.
Are we willing to fight, portantly, do not embrace apathrough words and actions, thy. Become your own leader,
much like the great Martin Lu- in whatever way, big or small.
ther King Jr.? Imagine, not only And, at the very least, never
one man making a difference, forget how we got to where we
but hundreds, or thousands. are today.
sion similarly occurs.
Currently, issues such as
race, gender and sexual orientation, greatly affect our lives.
And it is not likely that said
issues will soon disappear.
So, then, what is there to do?
You can fight for equality in
all aspects of life, or you can
sit quietly and allow others to
choose how to proceed. This
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Dependency on phones
is reckless, careless
and dangerous

You never realize how
much of a ghost town Orono is
until winter break. If you even
poked your head in around
New Year’s, you know what
I’m talking about. The bars
are empty and the streets are
desolate. It’s nice to see traffic
jams at 5 p.m. every day again.
It’s even nicer to see parking
services cruising around on
their Segways, ready to ticket
me while I try
and return an
overdue library
book. But hey,
no hate to the
meter-maids, I
know they’re
just doing their
jobs. There are
far more dangerous things
to worry about
in this bipolar icy-safari
weather.
Listen,
I
started playing
this game when
I was a freshman at UMaine.
Every time I walked outside,
I’d count people who walked
by me. They went into one
of two categories: on a cell
phone, or not on a cell phone.
The vast majority of the time,
people on cellphones far outweighed the number of people
off of them. This was fine and
all, but people walking while
texting operate much like people driving while texting, or
even like people driving when
they’re drunk. They run into

people. They run into doors.
They trip and fall down in
crosswalks. There is a serious
issue on this campus that I’d
like to discuss with you today,
and that is the issue of borderline negligent, downright dependence on mobile phones.
Scenario: You’re biking
down College Avenue. It’s
9:47 a.m. and only God Almighty can come between you

If a cellphone zombie is also
on a bike, you’d better start
praying. I recommend climbing a tree or telephone pole
until they’re out of sight, because these people are about
as trustworthy as Newt Gingrich at the live screening of
Miss America. What’s the
moral of this Orwellian horror
story? Don’t eat McDonalds
breakfast. Everyone knows
the Verve or
Wendy’s is a
better choice.
I think we’re being
But in all
cheated out of our young
seriousness,
what is the
lives by billionares who
matter
with
have convinced us that
people?
Put
away
your
documenting the present
cellphone! I
is more important than
bet you’re so
wrapped up in
experienceing it.
texting your
BFFL that you
don’t even noDaniel Bowman
tice that weird
dog food smell
on Mill Street
and your McDonald’s break- every morning. The world
fast — or so you thought. The is full of bright and terrible
bike lane is your safe-haven, things to be astonished by and
right? Wrong. Time and time frightened of.
again you swerve around cellI think we’re being cheated
phone user after cellphone out of our young lives by biluser. They walk indiscrimi- lionaires who have convinced
nately, sidewalk, bike-lane, us that documenting the presor even in the middle of the ent is more important than exroad. You thought you were periencing it. Did you get an
in a hurry? No more so than iPhone for Christmas? Well
anybody ever is to refresh I didn’t. Don’t remind me by
their news feed on Facebook wagging it in my face while
or tweet about the crazy cy- I’m trying to hold a nice conclist who almost killed them. versation about organic food.

Proposed gun laws go
against Constitution Portraying Te’o as victim is
Assault weapons ban more an attack on privacy rights
becoming harder to do

It is appropriate that President Obama’s call for an assault weapons ban and the announcement of 23 executive
orders aimed to prevent gun
crimes should shamelessly
exploit children, because the
rhetoric behind his actions is
exceedingly infantile and does
more to assault privacy rights
than it does to address gun
crime.
A rational dialogue about
responsible gun ownership
and measures to prevent illegal
gun smuggling could be had if
we ignore the administration’s
hypocrisy on the
Justice Department’s gun running program,
Fast & Furious,
which put semiautomatic rifles
in the hands of
one of Mexico’s
most
dangerous drug cartels,
Los Zetas, and
resulted in the
death of a U.S.
border
agent
and the deaths
of Mexican citizens.
Or if the administration
would clarify that military
features like flash suppressors
on so-called “assault rifles” do
not enhance the lethality of the
weapon. Like handguns and
hunting rifles, they are semiautomatic and fire one round
per shot.
Instead, gun control advocates ignore cities like Chicago, which, despite having
some of the toughest gun regulations in the country, counted
513 gun deaths in 2012.
They ignore statistics that
show gun crime has decreased
since the assault weapons ban
expired.
Rather than a reasoned
debate, addressing rampant
emotionalism through hasty,
superficial action is apparently
the administration’s best solution.
For example, Obama wants
to address unnecessary legal
barriers in the Health Insurance Portability and Account-

aren’t barred from sharing
mental health histories with
states, how many people will
be prevented from purchasing
guns because they either have
a history of mental illness, say
postpartum depression or if
they were abused, or if someone in their house does? If this
becomes the case, how many
people who struggled with depression or personal tragedy
don’t seek help because that
treatment may one day show
up on a background check and
bar them from possessing a
gun?
Such
a
situation may
seem unlikely
A rational dialogue
today,
but
about responsible gun
that’s because
ownership and measure there are privacy laws proto prevent illegal
tecting people
who may be in
gun smuggling could
that situation,
be had if we ignore
barriers that
the administration’s
the president
is seeking to
hypocrisy.
erase because
he considers
Katherine Revello
them unnecessary.
This is not
an unnecessary legal barrier, only inane but an assault on
especially when put into the the separation of powers in the
context of other executive ac- Constitution — presidents do
tions announced by Obama.
not get to override parts of legThere is a provision in the islation, by fiat, because they
Affordable Care Act that pre- find them irritating. They also
vents doctors from asking pa- do not get to interpret laws
tients whether there are guns once they’ve been enacted.
Is there anything that conin their homes. The president
wishes to “clarify” that this stitutes as overly egregious
does not actually prohibit doc- assault on the Second Amendment in the collection of exectors from doing so.
First of all, the president utive orders? No, although an
does not have the power to assault weapons ban or placing
erase parts of enacted law limitations on magazine capacmerely because he dislikes the ities clearly violates Alexander
wording. Perhaps he and his Hamilton’s intent, as outlined
colleagues should have read in the Federalist Papers.
But the removal of barrithe bill before passing it.
Second, what are the im- ers between doctors and govplications of this coupled with ernment officials and their
the removal of HIPAA barriers possible implications are
and his direction of the At- troublesome. And that’s why
torney General to review the the administration’s action
categories of people who are shouldn’t be dismissed as mere
considered too “dangerous” to plication of liberal members of
Congress who aren’t likely to
own a gun?
If doctors can ask if guns rally support for gun control
are present in households and legislation.
ability Act (HIPAA), which exist to protect medical records.
As the law stands, sharing of
individual medical records is
generally forbidden, unless
the release of information is
mandated by court order or
subpoena. Notes taken during
a psychotherapy session cannot be released without the
patient’s permission as the law
currently stands.
Which of those legal barriers is “unnecessary?” Is it that
mental health records can’t
be accessed without a court
order? That doesn’t seem like

Dodge Tucker
Nothing in recent news
stands out as more bizarre than
the Manti Te’o scandal. Te’o, an
elite linebacker for Notre Dame,
a Heisman Trophy finalist who
was considered to be one of the
best players in college football,
was involved in a long-term relationship with with whom he
believed to be a girl with leukemia, but was found to be a man
posing as the girl, using an online platform to do so.
Big questions have been
raised by this exposed catfish
scandal: How on earth could
such a high profile athlete have
gone along with it for the threeplus year period that he did, is
there more to the story, and was
knowingly involved in the deception?
If I were a college football
player en route to being a top
draft pick, there is not a chance
in hell I would stick around for

three years with a person on
the internet if I had never even
seen them. This brings Te’o’s
extremely questionable decision
making, possibly his morals and
values as well, to light, which
absolutely will affect his stock in
the upcoming NFL Draft.
There is no debating it: Manti
Te’o has absolutely dominated
college football this year and anchored a Notre Dame team that
had a storybook season. He used
the deaths of his grandmother
and of his alleged girlfriend,
who had supposedly passed
away from leukemia, to propel
him to victory during the season.
Te’o had America captivated by
his emotional story of loss and
inspiration. Before the latest developments to that story, he was
portrayed as a man who could
do no wrong, both on and off
the field — not to mention as a
model of emotional stability and

exceptional values.
We can consider that a wash.
This type of thing would have
been impossible 15 years ago,
as there were no such websites
for romantic correspondence.
Nowadays, the sheer number of
people connecting through dating and social networking websites is huge. There is even a
TV show and movie about what
is referred to as “catfishing,”
or making a profile on a dating
website used to lure another user
into a fake relationship. Deception is the name of the game,
and from what we can tell right
now, Te’o got absolutely duped
in what might turn out to be a fatal error to his pre-scandal reputation. Manti has some serious
explaining to do – and fast. He
needs to formulate a believable
story to release to the public to
do some damage control because
right now, his image is smashed.
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Basketball

Across
1- Indian state;
6- This, in Tijuana;
10-Rainbow shape;
13- Grocery, e.g.;
14- Tiny particle;
15- Bhutan’s continent;
16- March man;
17- Cubs slugger
Sammy;
18- Stupid;
19- Drink to excess;
20- Stored away;
22- Electric generator;
24- Places of contest;
28- Sardonic;
31- Fragrance;
32- Pic;
34- Rejections;
36- Trudge;
37- Levi’s rival;
38- Thrifty management;
41- Calendar abbr.;

Word Search

42- Minnesota’s
St. ___ College;
44- Color;
45- Conger catcher;
47- ___ firma;
49- Agreement;
51- Boredom;
53- Threefold;
56- Incomplete;
59- Coagulate;
61- Arduous journey;
64- Delhi dress;
65- Smooth transition;
66- Breezy;
67- One of the Baldwins;
68- Mikhail’s wife;
69- May ___ excused?;
70- Puts in stitches;
71- Aconcagua’s
range;
Down
1- Kind of prof.;
2- Rose;

3- Dense;
4- Hall of fame;
5- Cry ___ River;
6- Singer Sheena;
7- Greek portico;
8- Chuck;
9- Brando’s birthplace;
10- Sun Devils’
sch.;
11- Edge;
12- Taxi;
15Dangerous
snakes;
20- Kiss;
21- Baseball stat;
23Commedia
dell’___;
25- Nick of “Lorenzo’s Oil”;
26- Love affair;
27- Stuffing herb;
29- Type of sanctum;
30- Dove’s sound;
32- Martinique volcano;
33- Listened;

35- Like wet ink;
37- Trent of the
Senate;
39- Not in;
40Abominable
snowman;
43- Playful;
46- Sharp-sighted;
48- Penguin’s septentrional counterpart;
50- Morals;
52Flat-topped
hills;
54- Chilly;
55- Wingless insect;
57- Account;
58- Ship’s company;
60- Afternoon affairs;
61- Skater Babilonia;
62- Curved bone;
63- Before;
65- Lady of Sp.;

Zig-Zag
Word search courtesy of puzzles.ca

SMALL FORWARD
LAY-UP
SNEAKERS
NET
OUT OF BOUNDS SUBSTITUTIONS
OVERTIME		 TEAM
THREE POINTER
PASSING
TIME-OUT
PLAYER
TRAVELING
POINT GUARD
POINTS
POWER FORWARD
QUARTER
REBOUND
REFEREE
RIM
SCOREBOARD		
SHOOTING GUARD
SHOT
SLAM DUNK

Answer key in sports

http://www.oothpastefordinner.com

Dinosaur Comics

ASSIST
BACKBOARD
BALL
BASKET
BENCH
BLOCK
CENTER
CLOCK
COACH
COURT
DRIBBLING		
FOUL
FREE THROW
GAME
HALF-TIME
HOOP
JERSEY

Crossword Puzzle

By Drew

Toothpaste for Dinner

Crossword puzzles provided by BestCrosswords.com. Used with permission.

Diversions

First complete the 7-letter word at the top
of each diagram. Then use the last two letters
of the first word as the first two letters of the
second word.

Find and circle all of the words that are hidden in the grid. The
remaining 39 letters spell a piece of Basketball trivia.

Zig Zag courtesy of Word-game-world.com

Sudoku Puzzle
• Each row must have
numbers 1 - 9 in any order
but each digit can only
appear once.
• Each column must have
numbers 1 - 9 in any order
but each digit can only
appear once.
• Each 3x3 box must have
numbers 1 - 9 in any order
but each digit can only
appear once.
There is only one
correct answer.
Difficulty level: Easy

Answers:Drizzle, Lecture, Requiem, Empathy, Hydrate, Texture, Rescind

Sudoku puzzles provided by sudoku.name. Used with permission.
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Do you want to be cool like
					 Don Draper?

Photo courtesy of Luck the Lady via Flickr

Have you thought to yourself, “man, selling advertisements and chain
						 smoking seems like the life!”
		 Well The Maine Campus may be just what you’re looking for.
The student-run newspaper of the University of Maine is hiring an advertising manager for next school year.
If hired, the employee would shadow under the current advertising manager for the last few months of
the semester. Any major is welcome, no experience needed. Position is paid.
Please contact Aaron Pires and Jesse Scardina on FirstClass
								

*Cigarettes not included.
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Talk of on-campus skate park continues
By Zach Connerty-Marin
Web Editor

University of Maine students,
faculty members and members
of the Greater Bangor community met on Friday in the New
Balance Student Recreation
Center conference room to discuss building a new skate park
at the University. The meeting was a follow-up to a skate
park meeting held before winter
break, which was well attended
and showed interest in building a skate park on the UMaine
campus.
While it was smaller than the
meeting before the break, Friday’s meeting showed progress
in building the park, and there
were new students who had not
attended the meeting before the
break.
Matt Strong, a fourth-year
engineering student, successfully restarted UMaine’s Student
Quest for Underground Athletic
Development, a club he hopes
will run the student movement
to build the skate park. SQUAD
is currently recruiting students
to the skate park movement.
“It’s a numbers thing,” Said
said. “If we go to student government and say, ‘Hey, we’re

the biggest group on campus,’
they’ll have to pay attention to
us.”
Josh Kaffer, president of the
Black Bear Skate Park Association, a local organization dedi-

“If we go to student
government and
say, ‘Hey, we’re the
biggest group on
campus,’ they’ll
have to pay attention to us.”
Matt Strong
Student Quest for
Underground Athletic
Development

cated to building skate parks
in the greater Bangor area, discussed local funding.
Old Town and Orono have
$38,000 and $12,000, respectively, earmarked funds to build
a skate park. Old Town has said
it will match any money Orono
raises to build a skate park up

to $38,000. Right now, that
means there is $24,000 in funding for a skate park between the
two towns. BBSA is helping
Orono raise additional funds so
Old Town will match a higher
amount.
“Any donation that comes to
us, the check is written to the
town of Orono with the memo
of a skate park,” Kaffer said.
Students at the meeting
tossed around fundraising ideas,
that included showing skating
videos and holding cookouts to
promote the park.
Skate park proponents are
currently looking at building the
park near the Hilltop parking lot.
At the meeting, Kaffer discussed
the need for alternative sites.
Jeff Hunt, UMaine’s director of campus recreation, is involved in the project and supports building a skate park on
campus.
The Class of 2013 previously
tried to build a skate park at the
University but pulled out, because the project wouldn’t be
completed by the time of their
graduation. Mathematics professor Paul Van Steenberghe,
renewed interest in the project a few weeks before winter
break. A janitor called the police

Zach Connerty-Marin • Web Editor

President of the Black Bear Skate Park Association, Josh Kaffer discusses plans in the latest meeting.

on Steenberghe for trick bicycling on a set of stairs outside
Hitchner Hall. The officer who
responded to the call suggested
that Steenberghe and other bikers and skaters should have a
skate park.
The University’s skate park
would be the United States’ first

on-campus concrete skate park.
“It would be nice to see another form of recreation on the
UMaine campus,” said Benjamin Morrison, a third-year civil
engineering student.
“There are certain people on
this campus who don’t enjoy
just playing tennis or just play-

ing basketball, [who] haven’t
been raised to play those certain
sports,” said Anthony Alves, a
freshman first-year sustainable
agriculture student. “I skateboard almost every day. I feel
like I could really benefit, physically, mentally and spiritually,
from a skate park here.”

Kick winter blues with choice
Post-prison
of new, exotic beer varieties demo kickstarts
Biggie Smalls
Column

By now, the resolutions that
you swore the morning after New
Year’s Eve should be unmasked
as the illusions they are. But if
you’re not ready to grab a pint of
your favorite brew, give yourself
another week. If you are ready, or
if you resolved to broaden your
palate in 2013,
consider trying some new
styles of beer
to alleviate the
winter
blues
or to celebrate
those
snowcovered
ski
mountains.
The Hop
Read
on
Report
to get the
By Ezra
low-down on
Juskewitch
Saison, a style
of beer that will
take you back to the easy days of
August, and Stout, a style of ale
that will give you the fortitude to
push on through the darkest days
February can throw at you.
Hailing from Belgium, a wonderful country nestled between
France and Germany, Saison is
a style of ale that was originally
brewed by farmers to refresh
seasonal summer workers; hence
the name, “Saison.” Historically, each farmhouse produced

a different version, but they were
typically produced with higher
alcohol contents and brewed with
large doses of hops to prevent
spoilage.
Not to be confused with other ‘Belgian White’ Ales, modern Saisons are praised for their
spicy, yeasty and zesty lemonand-orange citrus notes. Because
Saison is made with a healthy
portion of wheat along with
pale malts and is typically bottle
conditioned, meaning that it is
fermented a second time in the
bottle for carbonation. They often pour a slightly opaque golden
color, with a fragrant and frothy
head. They flutter around 7 percent alcohol content by volume,
but, be warned, some versions
can contain as much as 10 percent alcohol or more by volume.
However, if you’re looking for a
taste of summer, look no further
than Saisons. Saisons are full of
complex flavors, ranging from
tart lemon zest and green apple,
to mango and kiwi notes.
Thirsty yet? If lemon zest is
your thing, consider picking up
a bottle of Sorachi Ace, a Saison
produced by Brooklyn Brewing
Company. Its name comes from
the Sorachi Ace hop, a hybrid
created in Japan, popular for intense lemon and herbal flavors.
Pair it with spicy Thai food for
maximum effect.

Try Hennepin, from Ommegang Brewing for something
less lemony — closer to an original Saison, but still brewed in
the United States. For a pricey
treat, and something even closer
to home, consider Interlude, by
Allagash Brewing. Interlude is
brewed with two strains of yeast,
and portions are aged separately
in French Merlot and Sirah oak
barrels, which are then blended
back together. Finally, if you can
find it, quaff a glass of the simply
named Farmhouse Pale Ale, by
Oxbow Brewing, a brewery that
strives to recreate authentic farmhouse-style ales in Newcastle,
Maine.
If talk of lemon zest and
tropical fruit doesn’t strike your
fancy, if you like French roast
coffee without cream and sugar,
or if you’re simply open minded
about drinking a dark beer on a
cold winter night, consider trying a stout. Once hailed as a more
robust derivative of porter, stouts
continue to be rich and dark.
Almost equal in complexity to
Saisons, but on the darker side of
the beer spectrum, stouts appear
in a variety of styles. But to simplify things, make believe that
there are only two kinds of stout:
dry stout and imperial stout. Dry
stouts, like Guinness, emphasize
the toasted, dark chocolate flavors of roasted barley. Double,

or imperial, stouts are higher in
alcohol content and have similar
charred flavors, but the flavors
are often softened or enhanced
by infusions of cold-pressed coffee and raw chocolate, aging in
old whiskey and bourbon barrels,
and occasionally the addition of
spices.
If that sounds like the kind of
brew to have after a long day outside in the snow, snag a six-pack
of Phantom Punch, an Export
Stout from Baxter Brewing. Dry,
roasty and full bodied, it isn’t a
meal in a can, per se; it’s more
like a semi-sweet hot chocolate,
but cold. That may sound strange,
but it’s delicious.
For something sweeter, try
Sexy Chaos from Marshall
Wharf Brewing. According to
the brewers, Sexy Chaos is “aged
on vanilla beans and toasted oak
chips to give the already sultry
and complex Russian Imperial
Stout a sexy twist.” More often
than not, it’s only available in
Belfast, where the brewery is
located. However, it’s worth the
trip to have a pint and a meal at
Three Tides Restaurant. Just remember to purchase a growler to
take home.
As always, remember to take
it easy: 2013 has just begun. It’s
too soon to revisit New Year’s
Eve, but it’s never too late to try
something new.

Column
Christopher George Latore
Wallace is known by many
names, the most common of
which is probably The Notorious B.I.G. Also known as “Biggie Smalls,” or simply “Big,”
he is probably most famous for
his wellknown
feud with
fellow
rapper
T u p a c
S h a k u r.
The feud
aside, Big
was
an
extremely
Trip Down
talented
Memory Lane
rapper.
By Josh Deakin
Big got
his start
by creating an amateur demo tape after
being released from jail. The
tape was eventually heard by
the editor of the popular, hiphop dedicated magazine, “The
Source.” He liked the demo
so much that he had Big contribute to a column in “The
Source” that was committed to
unsigned rappers.
Eventually, his demo tape
made its way to Sean “Puff
Daddy” Combs who was a
producer for Uptown Records.
Soon after, Big was signed to
Uptown Records. Eventually,
the two would leave Uptown
Records and Big would sign
with Combs’ newly formed record label, Bad Boy Records.
Big began to gain some attention after appearing on numerous remixes in the years
to follow including a remix of
“Real Love” by Mary J. Blige.
This would lead to the release
of his debut record, “Ready
to Die,” Sept. 13, 1994. The
album produced three singles
including the Grammy Awardnominated song for Best Rap
Performance, “Big Poppa.”
The album is unusual for rap
records in general as it only
features one guest appearance
— Method Man appears on the
ninth track of the album, “The
What.”
A group by the name of Junior M.A.F.I.A — Masters at
Finding Intelligent Attitudes
— was formed around the suc-

Johnny’s
from A12

to 9 p.m. and Thursday through
Saturday 7 a.m. to 11 p.m.,
breakfast is served all day.
“It’s picking up each and
every night,” Ogden said.
“There was a lot more room

cess of The Notorious B.I.G in
the same way that D12 earned
their success through Eminem.
The group consisted of Big’s
friends, including female rapper Lil’ Kim. After the release
of “Ready to Die,” the group
released their debut record titled “Conspiracy.” The record
contains four songs that feature The Notorious B.I.G.
Soon after Big’s newfound
success, he became involved
in the East Coast-West Coast
hip-hop feud of the 1990s. In
late 1994, fellow rapper Tupac was shot and robbed at a
recording studio in Manhattan.
Tupac went on to accuse Big
of having involvement in the
incident, which unfortunately
dragged him into an intense
feud that would follow him
until his death in 1997.
As the feud continued, the
hip-hop world faced an enormous tragedy in 1996 with
the death of Tupac. While this
was a blow to the industry, Big
continued to work on his second record, “Life After Death.”
The album was released posthumously, March 25, 1997,
and spawned three singles.
Among these three would be
Big’s most famous song, “Mo
Money Mo Problems,” which
featured fellow rappers Mase
and Puff Daddy.
On March 9, 1997, after
leaving a party in Los Angeles, The Notorious B.I.G was
fatally shot through the door
of his GMC Suburban by the
driver of a Chevrolet Impala.
Big was shot four times. He
was rushed to a nearby hospital
for emergency surgery where
he passed away. The autopsy,
documenting the injuries, was
released in December of 2012
to the public. To this day the
murder remains unsolved.
Many believe it was a retaliation for the murder of Tupac,
months earlier. Marion “Suge”
Knight, a founder of Tupac’s
record label, was accused of
the murder, but charges were
never raised.
Since his death, two more
albums have been released
under The Notorious B.I.G.’s
name, and a biopic by the
name of “Notorious” was released in 2009 with rapper Jamal “Gravy” Woolard starring
as Big.
inside,” wrote Kaitlin Harmon,
a fourth-year nursing student
in an email about her experience at the new location.
“Our favorite waitress was
still there. […] The place
is really cute now and way
closer,” wrote Saige Weeks, a
third-year student in the same
email.
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Film Review:
‘Django Unchained’
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Album Review:
Yo La Tengo
‘Fade’

Balance of action, humor helps Tarantino’s latest thrive

Indie rock veterans’ newest disc full of mellow beauties
By Derrick Rossignol
News Editor

The Weinstein Company
Schultz shoots them, leaves
them his payment for Django
and the two set out on their
way.
Schultz tells Django he
wanted him because he would
be able to identify the Brittle
brothers, a group of outlaws
with a bounty on their heads.
Although having just bought
Django as his slave, Schultz
despises slavery. He agrees
to free Django and give him a
few dollars after they kill the
Brittle brothers.
Instead of leaving, Django
travels with Schultz through
the winter and they collect
bounties together. Schultz
agrees to help Django find his
wife, Broomhilda von Shaft,
played by Kerry Washington,

for it? What’s not to like?”
The movie’s other stars also
show up in a big way. Leonardo DiCaprio thrives as Calvin
Historians with an eye for
Candie, a ruthless slave owner
detail could spend almost all
with plenty of Southern charm.
of “Django Unchained” findHe quickly transforms from
ing things wrong with it. Some
hospitable host to enraged vicof the art, music, vocabulary,
tim when Schultz and Django
clothing and other minor set
try to pull the wool over his
dressings weren’t around or
eyes. Samuel L. Jackson plays
in common use in the 1850s,
Stephen, Candie’s unwaverwhen this movie is set. Picky
ingly loyal house slave. He
viewers may recall that dyexcels in the role, but he benamite, which is prominently
comes easy to hate; Stephen is
used in key moments of the
such a pest, trying to disrupt
movie, wasn’t invented until
Schultz and Django’s plan to
1867.
get Broomhilda back.
Those historians need to reWhen the blood is not spilllax and enjoy one of the best
ing — and there is plenty of
movies playing in theaters this
that — this action flick takes
year.
the occasional break to be fan“Django,” much like ditastically funny.
rector
Quentin
One of the movTarantino’s preie’s highlights is
vious film, 2009’s
Schultz is so well spoken and
a scene with a Ku
“Inglourious
hilarious that it’s hard not to spend the
Klux Klan-like
Basterds,” takes
group of horseplace in a nonwhole movie waiting for him to say
men that plans to
existent branch
something else badass or
kill Schultz and
of the historical
Django in their
timeline. While
pee-your-pants funny
sleep. Jonah Hill
“Basterds” deals
cameos as one of
with the attemptthe townspeople as he leads an
ed overthrow of Nazi Ger- once the winter is over.
Throughout their journey amusing debate over whether
many, “Django” takes place
in 19th-century America and together, Schultz and Django to wear the white hoods made
serves as a reminder that the get into their fair share of trou- — poorly — by one of the
cowboy and slavery eras were ble. Sometimes, it seems like townspeople’s wife.
After “Basterds,” it was
happening at about the same Schultz works himself into
tight situations on purpose, fair to speculate that Tarantino
time.
Another overlap “Django” taking advantage of his quick knows his way around an altershares with “Basterds” is star wit, know-how and hilarious nate-history movie, but “DjanChristoph Waltz, who plays a one-liners to get himself out go” confirms that he may just
German “Jew Hunter” in the of danger. Schultz is so well be the best at it. There’s plenty
latter film. Here, Austrian na- spoken and hilarious that it’s of action and humor, which
tive Waltz once again plays a hard not to spend the whole makes the characters pop off
German, this time portraying movie waiting for him to say the screen and into your head,
smooth-talking dentist-turned- something else badass or pee- where they set up camp and
bounty hunter Dr. King Schul- your-pants funny. The lines never leave. Much like Django
themselves are fantastic, but at the start of his journey, it’s
tz.
The film opens with a line Waltz’s confident, punctual hard to tell where this movie
of slaves walking to their new and accent-tinged delivery are will go, but it ends up somewhere great. Even after almost
home after having been pur- what make it work.
Schultz rubs off on Django 3 hours of movie, it’s still hard
chased at an auction. Schultz
comes upon the group, riding and he transforms from a sub- to get up and leave once the
his horse and buggy, which has missive slave to an assured, credits roll.
a giant plastic tooth affixed to quipping free man. In a scene
the top by a spring. Schultz featured prominently in the
inquires about buying Django, film’s trailer, Schultz asks
Grade: A
the softspoken slave played by Django how he enjoys bounty
Jamie Foxx, but his new own- hunting, to which he responds,
ers refuse. Left with no choice, “Kill white people and get paid

By Derrick Rossignol
News Editor

The day after the Jan. 15 release of “Fade,” Yo La Tengo’s
13th studio album, oddball comedian Tim Heidecker, most
famously of the Adult Swim
sketch show “Tim and Eric
Awesome Show, Great Job!,”
started tweeting about the album, promoting it and calling it
“a MASTERPIECE!” Two days
later, he tweeted, “I’m telling
you again: If you have working
ears and a brain, you deserve to
OWN Yo La Tengo’s Fade.”
Fans of “Awesome Show”
know that Heidecker’s comedic
style is alternative, to put it extremely lightly, so is that what
can be expected from his taste
in music as well? Real fans of
Heidecker also know that he released an album of ’70s-inspired
soft rock as part of Heidecker &
Wood in 2011. One half of Tim
and Eric might seem like a weird
source for music recommendations, but Heidecker seems to be
backing a solid album here.
Yo La Tengo is an easy cart
to hitch your horse onto. The
group has been revered in the indie music community since the
late ’80s, and their 2009 album,
“Popular Songs,” reached No.
58 on the U.S. charts — a sign
of their longevity. Fans have not
become bored with them yet.
“Fade,” while not the “MASTERPIECE” that Heidecker
claims, is an extremely enjoyable record.
The Hoboken-based band has
managed to compile a genrespanning catalogue, dipping
their toes in shoegaze, alternative rock, dream pop and folk.
They have managed to get most
of those vibes in here, although
they may not realize it.
“I’ll Be Around” is a gentle,
minimalistic folky tune with
somewhat sparse instrumentation and sleepy vocals, but the
repetition of the main acoustic
guitar riff and the gentle drone
of the backing keyboard creates a shoegaze-like hazy atmosphere that is easy to get lost in.
The album opens with its

Dog

from A12
a social event here. Call us,
we’ll help you reserve a spot
if we can and cater to you. I’m
incredibly flexible.”
At the end of the day, Cutler
wants to make sure he is meeting his customers’ needs.
“If there’s something we’re
not doing well, let us know. If
there’s something we are doing
well, let me know that twice,”
he said.
One of those needs is for
customers to enjoy themselves.
Each table has a different game
on it, like Jenga or Uno, to get
groups of friends engaged with
each other while enjoying their
meals. Cutler says it’s nice

Matador Records
longest track, “Ohm,” which
is the sound Beck might have
strived for if he wasn’t so intent
on going against the grain of the
mainstream. There’s no question
that Beck’s ways have served
him well — even after 2012’s
“Song Reader,” a 20-track album that was only released as
sheet music — but Yo La Tengo
borrows some guitar sounds and
uses a similar vocal style, but
they utilize these tools to a less
in-your-face effect.
That’s the spirit of this album: Even at its most stirring, it
is an undeniably mellow album,
which can be a good or a bad
thing. “Fade” is a mood-dependent album. Listeners looking
for something intense and exciting will find this album’s version of a hard-edge to be dull,
but that’s not to say it’s uninteresting.
First impressions are huge on
an overall opinion of an album.
If you’re ready to relax, “Fade”
is a fantastic record. “Cornelia
and Jane” is cut from the same
chilled-out cloth as “I’ll Be
Around,” while “Two Trains”
could have been on a Pink Floyd

of The Clientele release, and
“Well You Better” is a gorgeous
slice of soulful relaxation.
As far as moments that make
adrenaline ooze from your
pores, those don’t happen here.
It’s unfair to ask an album to
be ready to fulfill every type of
musical need, but great records
come very close to doing that,
even when they’re fixed in a
constant mood.
While this album isn’t great
for everything, it is perfect for
some things. This isn’t intense
workout music, but it might be
great for a long jog. It has its
shortcomings, but when you’re
sitting by a crackling campfire
or taking a late-night drive,
“Fade” is ideal. It wouldn’t fit in
with the weird tunes from “Awesome Show,” but Heidecker
would probably love to use the
songs, and it would be a pleasant surprise to hear them in the
background of a sketch about
the newest nonsensical device
from Cinco.

to see people not constantly
checking their phones while
playing games together.
“It gives a focal point, much
like a sporting event would do
for me and my friends,” Cutler said. “There’s been some
intense Jenga games, some intense Uno. It’s been fun.”
While it’s good to have happy customers, Cutler realizes
having people linger may not
be the best thing for business,
although that doesn’t bother
him much.
“Having somebody in the
middle of a rush play a game
of Jenga may not be the best
thing for turning tables, but
I’m OK with that,” Cutler said.
“It’s a burger joint. It’s a hot
dog joint. If you can’t take life
a little more relaxed when you

come into The Family Dog,
then have another hot dog and
take a deep breath.”
While a friendly environment and convenient location
are both keys to the early success of The Family Dog, Cutler says that, ultimately, it’s the
food that gets people inside.
“It’s hamburgers and hot
dogs,” he said. “It’s grilled
chicken sandwiches. It’s an
amazing vegetarian option
with a grilled Portobello mushroom and homemade black
bean burger.”
“I think it works.”

Grade: B

For more information on
The Family Dog, including
business hours and special
offers, visit their Facebook
page.
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New Year, New Food

Johnny’s moves Baseball-rooted dream results
from Old Town
in new hot dog restaurant
to Stillwater Ave

Lauren Reeves • Asst. News Editor

The front of Johnny’s Restaurant’s new home in Orono.

By Lauren Reeves
Asst. News Editor

Johnny’s Restaurant, a
long-time business and weekend staple for college students
and local Old Town residents
alike, has relocated from Main
Street to Stillwater Avenue in
Old Town.
Johnny’s opened for business Jan. 1 in its new location,
which was the former Marketplace Cafe, a Greek-style restaurant.
In Johnny’s former location, the restaurant would fill
up quickly, especially on the
weekends, with only a limited
amount of seating.
The best part is “the new
location has space,” said Lynette Ogden, the new owner
of Johnny’s Restaurant. Ogden
was a waitress for nine years
at the previous Main Street location. She now owns the restaurant and continues to work
there.
Steve Boucouvalas, the former building owner of both
Johnny’s and Tim’s Little Big
Store, sold Johnny’s restaurant
in Oct. 2011 to Danai “Eddie”
Srisodsai, the owner of Thai
Orchid in Orono.
Tim’s Little Big Store is
another favorite among college students for its discounted
beverages.
With the sale of the building Ogden decided it was either “start somewhere else or
start new,” she reported.
“We are now closer to the
university,” Ogden said. “It’s
the first restaurant you see off
the highway, other than some
fast-food [chains].”
“Community support has

been overwhelming,” Ogden
said about the new location.
“There have been a lot of new
faces and a lot of old faces.”
Johnny’s is more or less the
same, Ogden explained. She
reassured the same menu with
a few added items, even including the same pizza recipe.
“It’s more room, [but] the
same atmosphere,” she said.
There are a few new things
that college students will now
be able to enjoy. Johnny’s now
serves beer and dinner. Ogden
reported that for the past two
years in the former location
the restaurant closed at 2 p.m.
Ogden is excited to get the
dinner crowd once again.
“We wanted to bring the
night business back,” she said.
Restaurant hours are Sunday through Wednesday 7 a.m.
See Johnny’s on A10

Lauren Reeves • Asst. News Editor

Top: Johnny’s Restaurant owners Lynette Ogden and Darryl Ogden.
Bottom: Customers eating at Johnny’s Restaurant.

Derrick Rossignol • News Editor

The Family Dog, Orono’s newest hot dog restaurant, opened its doors in Nov. 2012 and has seen great support from the community.

By Derrick Rossignol
News Editor

When you think baseball,
key imagery that pops up is
the crack of a bat that sends
the ball sailing over the shortstop’s head, a young starlet
given the opportunity to sing
the national anthem before the
game, food vendors peddling
overpriced beer, ice cream in
the mini batting helmets and,
of course, hot dogs.
Bob Cutler, the director of
baseball operations at the University of Maine, is a native of
Arizona and has coached baseball in four different states. His
exposure to different types of
ballpark food have given him
the desire to own his own hot
dog restaurant.
On Nov. 27, 2012, that
dream came to fruition as he
opened the doors of The Family Dog at 6 Mill St., the former
home of Lissus Pizza.
Along with business partner
Keith Manaker, who owns Harvest Moon Deli in downtown
Orono, Cutler started planning
The Family Dog during summer 2012.
“At the time, I just wanted to do a little stand [with]
enough room for like six people and [Manaker] wanted to
do a much bigger burger joint
in Bangor,” Cutler said. “Over
a [period] of two weeks, we
went from talking about goals
to laying out a business plan
and finding a space and everything else.”
While The Family Dog is
one of Cutler’s dreams, it’s not
an original idea, not even for
Orono — College Dogs, another hot dog restaurant, opened
its doors in March of 2012 and
had a decent start before it shut
down. What may have seemed
like a bad omen for Cutler’s
restaurant was actually a disappointment to him, but not
because of business worries.
“I was actually hoping they
were going to be open when
we opened so people could try
both and then decide which
one was better,” Cutler said.
“That’s how confident I am in
every product that we serve.”
The hot dogs served at The
Family Dog are made with natural casing, 100 percent beef,
no filler and no gluten.
“I believe Vienna Beef out
of Chicago makes the best hot
dog,” Cutler said. “So we have
Vienna Beef hot dogs, Vienna
Beef sausages, Vienna Beef
buns [and] Vienna Beef condiments.

“People will come in and
have expectations of a red hot
dog, [and] some people are
disappointed we don’t carry
the red hot dog. They try ours,
and they no longer have that
disappointment,” Cutler said.
Once they opened their
doors, customers started filing
in, and The Family Dog got off
to a hot start.
“It’s been really good. Better than we expected, I think,”
general manager Laurie Mer-

open until 2 a.m. on Thursday,
Friday and Saturday nights, so
it serves as a good destination
for hungry students to check
out after the local bars close
for the night.
Although early business
was strong, the winter break
that started a few weeks after
opening was helpful for the
restaurant.
“The students went away
for break, which was perfect
timing because we were able to

“[Some] people are disappointed we don’t
carry the red hot dog. They try ours and
they no longer have that disappointment.”
Bob Cutler
Owner, The Family Dog
rill said. “We’ve been very
well received, [and we’ve had]
a lot of return business.”
A lot of the restaurant’s
business has come from college students, which Cutler
believes is because of how student friendly the restaurant is.
“I think one of the things
we’re most excited about is
the student body really jumped
in,” Cutler said. “Part of it is
we offer some great deals for
them. [On] Wednesday nights,
we do Wicked Weenie Wednesdays, so it’s buy one dog at
regular price, get the next one
half price — and that goes for
sausages and hot dogs. That’s
a great deal.”
The Family Dog is also

regroup — add a few things to
our menu, take a few things off
our menu, do a few things a little differently with our staffing,
and fix some things to make us
run more efficiently and more
cost-effective — which in turn
helps keep our price point
down,” Cutler said.
New menu items include the
chili cheese dog and the Bad
Dog, which Cutler describes
as “a hot dog wrapped in bacon and deep fried, smothered
in homemade cheese sauce and
topped in diced tomatoes.”
“I’m Jewish, and I want it,”
Cutler added.
In addition to new food,
The Family Dog is also rolling out new specials, including

one that coincides with the end
of the NHL lockout.
“Whenever a game is
played after 7 p.m. […] any
time anyone is in the penalty
box in any of the games we’re
showing, it’s dollar drafts during the penalty. [We’re] kind
of rewarding people for breaking the rules,” Cutler said.
Cutler also said The Family
Dog will run some sort of special to coincide with the start
of UMaine’s baseball season,
starting Feb. 15.
Aside from having quality food, Cutler feels there is
importance in his customers
feeling like they are at home
at The Family Dog and like the
restaurant is their own. One of
the steps he’s taken to promote
that philosophy is to always be
open to suggestions from customers.
“People will throw something on Facebook, [saying
something like,] ‘Hey, I think
you should do such and such,’”
Cutler said. “That’s how the
Wicked Weenie Wednesday
came about.”
The Family Dog also aims
to be accommodating to customers, regardless of what they
have going on at the moment.
“We’ve had people come in
for study groups, and we give
them the Wi-Fi password and
they knock out an assignment
or they work on something like
that,” Cutler said. “We’ve had
a couple people start a 21st
birthday party here or start
See Dog on A11

Derrick Rossignol • News Editor

Customers enjoying food and conversation at The Family Dog, Orono’s newest hot dog restaurant.
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Meet the Black Bears
Starting Center
Mike Allison leads UMaine
down low in the paint

LA Lakers (Sun.) 103 108 Toronto
Dallas (Sun.) 111 105 Orlando
Boston (Sun.) 88 103 Detroit

		

Oklahoma City (Sun.) 118 121 Denver OT
Golden State (Sat.) 116 112 New Orleans
Memphis (Sat.) 85 82 Chicago

“Obviously it had a chance. Every shot has a chance.”

University of Maine men’s basketball forward Jon Mesghna on his half-court shot
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How is Boston a better
team with a healthy
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Men’s Hockey can’t grab first Alfond Win
Black Bears tie one, lose one over the weekend against Merrimack in first home series of spring semester
Joe Sturzl

Sports Editor
After winning the Florida College Classic in Estero, Fl., and
splitting a series with Mercyhurst
in Portland, Me. and Orono, the
University of Maine Black Bears
went to Merrimack College for
the first of three straight games
against the Warriors. Merrimack
beat UMaine 6-0 in the lone contest at Merrimack, and the first
home series of the spring semester
provided a chance for the Black
Bears to redeem themselves.
The Warriors came into the
Alfond Arena Friday night and
fought to a 1-1 tie before taking
the series with a 3-2 victory Saturday night. With the results this
weekend, UMaine goes 0-2-1 in
their three straight games against
the Warriors and is still winless at
home.
UMaine and Merrimack tie
1-1 in series opener
UMaine senior forward Kyle
Beattie and Merrimack College
sophomore defenseman Dan
Kolomatis both scored one goal a
piece while UMaine junior goaltender Martin Ouellette and Merrimack junior goaltender Sam
Marotta saved 26 and 32 shots
respectively as the Black Bears
and Warriors tied 1-1 on Friday
night.
The first period was a quiet
one, with Merrimack outshooting
the Black Bears eight to seven

Haley Johnston • Photo Editor

The University of Maine men’s hockey team remains winless at the Alfond this season after tying and losing to Merrimack over the weekend.

with only one penalty called.
“It was like the first couple
rounds of a heavyweight fight.
It was like they were feeling
each other out, and there wasn’t
a lot going on,” Merrimack head
coach Mark Dennehy said.

“We were a little tentative. We
were a little nervous. I thought
we played with a lot more poise
starting in the second all the way
into overtime,” UMaine head
coach Tim Whitehead said.
Merrimack had control of the

puck for the majority of the period, but UMaine senior forward
Joey Diamond gave the Black
Bears a couple of excellent scoring opportunities in front of the
Warrior net.
With 8 minutes gone in the pe-

riod, Diamond streaked down the
right side and passed to the center
but forward Ben Hutton could
not control the pass. Diamond
ended the period with three shots
on goal to lead the Black Bears.
Merrimack sophomore for-

ward Kyle Singleton provided
UMaine a five-on-four advantage when he was caught tripping
16:54 into the first period. However, UMaine’s 9 percent powerplay efficiency didn’t fare well
when the Warriors cleared the
puck every time the Black Bears
brought it over the blue line.
The action picked up in the
second period, with UMaine
freshman forward Devin Shore
gaining a one on one right away.
Shore started on the right side
and moved over to the left side of
the net. Marotta stuck his leg pad
out at the last second to prevent
the Black Bears from taking a 1-0
lead.
The Warriors didn’t waste
any time taking advantage of
their own scoring opportunity
when they went on the power
play, 1:16 into the period, after
UMaine sophomore defenseman
Jake Rutt was called for interference.
Just as the power play expired,
Merrimack junior forward Shawn
Bates assisted Kolomatis 3:16
into the period to put the Warriors
up 1-0.
“It all started with [Merrimack
freshman forward John Gustafsson], he passed it to me for an
outlet, I skated up the ice and
dished it off to [Bates], it may
have hit off his skate, came back
through the defender’s legs and
See Men’s Hockey on B4

Women’s Hockey gains OT win after scoreless Friday vs. Vermont
Jon Ouellette

For The Maine Campus
In a tightly contested defensive battle Friday afternoon in
Alfond Arena, the University
of Maine and the University
of Vermont women’s hockey
teams fought to a scoreless
draw behind matching shutouts
by UMaine senior Brittany Ott
and UVM junior Roxanne Douville. The Black Bears picked
up the victory over the Catamounts the following day, 3-2.
The tie and win moves the
Black Bears’ record to 4-17-2
on the season, 2-10-1 in conference, while the Catamounts’
shifts to 6-13-3 overall, 4-5-3 in
Hockey East.
Goaltending Prevails as
UMaine and Vermont Skate
to 0-0 Tie
Special teams played a big
factor in this one, with neither
power-play unit able to find

the back of the net. UVM went
scoreless in their six chances
with the extra skater but managed to keep the UMaine power
play in check on their five opportunities.
The Black Bears were hoping
for a victory after they suffered
a sweep at the hands of Boston
University last weekend, but
could not capitalize despite getting the better of the chances
that included a 4-minute power
play in the second period and a
five-on-three advantage in the
third.
The Catamounts had lost
three in a row, following their
six-game unbeaten streak that
ended Jan. 5, and are now 3-1-3
in their last seven Hockey East
matchups after Friday’s draw
with the Black Bears.
Both teams exchanged scoring chances in the overtime period but could not solve either
goaltender.

Ott finished with 26 saves
in the shutout while Douville
matched her with 30 stops for
UVM. The Catamounts held the
edge in faceoff wins 42-24.
The two squads conclude
their two-game weekend set
on Saturday, with puck drop
scheduled for 1 p.m.
Denk’s Game-Winner in
Extra Time Boosts UMaine
past Vermont 3-2
After skating to a 2-2 draw
through 60 minutes of play,
UMaine junior forward Missy
Denk found the back of the net
on the power play less than 2
minutes into extra time to propel the Black Bears past the
Catamounts in a Hockey East
showdown in Alfond Arena
Saturday afternoon.
The special teams units were
on display once again following Friday’s physical contest,
See Women’s Hockey on B4

Men’s basketball falls on
last second 3 pointer
Joe Sturzl

Sports Editor
Binghamton University senior guard Jimmy Gray hit a
3-point shot with 3 seconds to
play on Saturday afternoon in
The Pit at the Memorial Gym
to finish off a 12-point, secondhalf comeback as the University of Maine men’s basketball
team fell 57-56.
“Obviously they made a big
shot down the stretch but we
certainly feel like there were a
lot of things we could have done
to play better in that basketball
game. Unfortunately it didn’t
work out for us,” said UMaine
head coach Ted Woodward.
Gray made all four of the
Bearcat’s 3 pointers in the game
and was second in scoring with
14 points. Freshman guard Jordan Reed scored 15 of his teamleading 20 points in the second
half, as the Bearcats dominated
the Black Bears down low and
took advantage of a poor sec-

ond half shooting percentage
by UMaine to claw their way
back.
“We struggled,” said UMaine
junior forward Alasdair Fraser.
“A lot of shots we normally
make didn’t fall. It’s hard to
win when you’re not making
shots.”
With the Bearcats coming in
with a 2-16 record and the Black
Bears playing stingy defense
and moving at a quicker pace
in the early going, it looked like
UMaine would coast to victory.
The Black Bear’s man-toman defense kept the ball on the
perimeter, and UMaine’s fast
break helped them jump out to
a 6-2 lead. UMaine sophomore
guard Xavier Pollard and senior
center Mike Allison led the way
early on with Pollard pushing
the ball up the court Allison finishing down low or at the freethrow line.
Binghamton senior forward
Javon Ralling and junior forward Alex Ogundadegbe started

using back-door passes down
low to penetrate the UMaine
defense and brought the
Bearcats to within 2 points before UMaine sophomore guard
Zarko Valjarevic and Gray traded 3s to make the score 14-13
in favor of UMaine with 9:48 to
play in the first half.
With 8:53 to play in the first
half, Pollard threw up an alley-oop to what looked to be
nobody until sophomore guard
Justin Edwards came running in
and dunked it behind his head,
igniting a 12-0 UMaine run.
The Black Bears carried the
momentum into halftime with
a 32-21 lead, 38 percent shooting and 12 forced Bearcat turnovers. Edwards and Allison led
the team with 9 points while
Reed was second in scoring
with 4 points and led Binghamton with 5 rebounds.
The Bearcats came out of
the locker room in the second
See Men’s BBall on B4
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The University of Maine women’s hockey team picked up an overtime win against Vermont on Sat.

Women’s basketball
losing streak at 14
Joe Duball

For The Maine Campus
The University of Maine
women’s basketball team continued their losing ways on Sunday afternoon at Alfond Arena,
as the Black Bears fell 67-65 to
Binghamton. Bearcats junior
guard Stephanie Jensen buried
a 3 pointer with just over a minute left that proved to be the difference for the Binghamton, as
the Black Bears blew two scoring opportunities after that. The
Black Bears endured their 14th
straight loss after squandering a
nine-point halftime lead that allowed the Bearcats to steal the
momentum in the second half.
“We had a very poor defensive effort in the second
half, and that’s what lost us
the game,” said UMaine coach
Richard Barron. “It was the
same problem over and over
again: easily correctable mistakes. But we chose not to [fix
them], and we lost.”

The Black Bears were able
to get up early against Binghamton — something they had
not been able to do during this
unprecedented losing streak.
UMaine was down, 6-4 with 16
minutes remaining in the first,
but found continuity and reeled
off a 16-0 run over 8 minutes
after going down. The Black
Bear run was keyed by a balanced attack from both inside
and outside.
The offense got rolling with
great post play from sophomore
Danielle Walczak and senior
Corinne Wellington. Walczak
got the ball at the top of the
key and backed her defender
down before sealing her off for
an easy lay-in to put the Black
Bears up 9-6 at the 13-minute
mark. The ability to find success in the paint helped the
Black Bears, as they were then
able to find open shots from the
outside.
Freshman guards Liz Wood
and Sophie Weckstrom ben-

efited from the open looks and
connected on 3 pointers while
Wellington nailed a baby hook
in the lane to give UMaine
the 18-6 advantage halfway
through the first.
“Our offensive execution in
the first half was excellent, and
we were doing what we have
been trying to do all year,” Barron said. “We had some nice
ball reversals and found good
shots.”
The UMaine lead at one
point stood at 24-8 with just
over 7 minutes remaining
in the half, but Binghamton
hung tough and crept back
into things. Sophomore Sherae
Swinson picked up 6 points in
the closing minutes of the first
to help the Bearcats close the
gap to 9 at halftime.
“They came out ready play
in that first half and made some
tough shots,” Bearcats coach
Nicole Scholl said. “ThankfulSee Women’s bball on B4
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Men’s basketball senior Allison looks to help improve team
Andrew Stefanilo
Staff Reporter

Haley Johnston • Photo Editor

Senior forward Mike Allison is one of the University of Maine men’s basketball premier defenders.

The University of Maine
men’s basketball team is 7-11
this season, 5-2 at home, and
have won four of their last seven
games. Senior center Mike Allison has been a large contributor
in the Black Bears’ recent success.
“We started kind of slow but
have improved as we got into
conference play,” Allison said.
“We should have played better against [The University of]
Albany and [The University of]
Hartford.”
He continued, saying, “We
are talented, but we need to play
together better and find the right
person at the right spot.”
The 6-foot-9-inch forward

has been a solid player for
UMaine in his final season, averaging seven points per game
and shooting over 54 percent
from the field — good for second on the team. Allison is also
second on the team in rebounds,
with 120 and a season high of
17.
“We’ve rebounded well this
year and our driving has been
good, but we need to be more
open for three’s and decrease
our turnovers,” he said.
Allison also believes that
staying aggressive and locking down shooters are the keys
to the Black Bears’ upcoming
games.
Despite his well-played season, Allison isn’t concerned
about himself.
“I’ve done well but stats

don’t matter as long as I help the
team win,” he said.
Allison is also in his final
season with the Black Bears after four years with the team.
“It’s scary to think I only
have 12 regular season games
left, but I feel like I’ve improved since I was a freshman,
even though I can still play better,” he said.
The Black Bears will need
him to keep playing well and get
better in these last games if they
wish to complete a turnaround.
Allison has aspirations after
UMaine including basketball
and further his schooling.
“I would like to play overseas, but [I] still need a passport,” Allison said. “Otherwise,
I’d like to go to chiropractor
school.”

Lookout: NHL is back and better than ever

Season preview has Bruins, Capitals, Wild, Rangers, Kings, Blackhawks as the division crown favorites; Crosby league’s MVP
Jon Ouellette

For The Maine Campus
Well, hockey fans, we did it.
It took several months, a multitude of cancellations that shrunk
the NHL season to 48 games and
the axing of the beloved Winter
Classic and All-Star Game, but
we survived the lockout. At a
moment when it seemed hockey
would be lost to the doldrums of
professional sport, the NHLPA
and NHL shook hands on a new
Collective Bargaining Agreement, and a sigh of relief echoed
throughout the hockey world.
Hockey is back, and not a moment too soon.
Now let us throw out the
comparisons to the lost 2004-05
season. Let us forget — for now
— that NHL Commissioner Gary
Bettman may be the worst commissioner in the history of professional sports. And let us instead
remember that last year was one
of the most successful and dramatic years in hockey history and
focus on what matters most to
die-hard puck fans.
The greatest athletes on Earth
are getting back on the ice for a
48-game sprint to the finish line,
awaiting the chance to hoist Lord
Stanley’s Cup.
There is no grace period in a
48-game schedule; no time to
take it easy and shake the rust
off. Any team that wants even the
most minute of chances to sniff
the postseason needs and come
out swinging from the first puck
drop. That fact alone should provide the NHL the chance to build
off of what they established last
year and give the fans what they
deserve: One of the most exciting
hockey seasons in recent memory.
Regular Season Preview
Northeast Division Winner:
Boston Bruins
The Bruins ended their season
on a disappointing note after a
Game 7 loss to the Washington
Capitals in the first round of the
Eastern Conference Playoffs. The
B’s should be back with a vengeance this time around. Veteran
goaltender Tim Thomas is gone
on a self-appointed sabbatical,
leaving the promising Tuukka
Rask to mind the net for the Bruins.
Nathan Horton is fully recovered from a concussion that held
him out of the playoffs, which
should solidify Boston’s standing
as one of the deepest and best fiveon-five squads in hockey. Look

for fellow forward Milan Lucic
to have a big year with Horton’s
return, and don’t be surprised if
the men wearing the spoked “B”
make another deep playoff run.
Team that could give the
Bruins trouble: Ottawa Senators
While Toronto is still a mess
and Montreal continues to search
for a defensive identity that can
complement its promising young
offense and goaltender Carey
Price, Ottawa looks ready to build
off their impressive ending to the
2011-12 season. The Senators
pushed the New York Rangers to
seven games in the first round of
the playoffs before being eliminated, but it was clear they have
found something in the Jason
Spezza-Milan Michalek pairing
up front and reigning Norris Trophy winner Erik Karlsson providing offense from the blue line.
How reliable netminder Craig
Anderson is could determine if
this team can challenge Boston
and what they accomplish come
playoff time.
Atlantic Division Winner:
New York Rangers
Many have dubbed the
Blueshirts the early Stanley
Cup favorites. As a Bruins fan,
it pains me to say those words

rounded as the Bruins or Rangers, you would be hard-pressed to
find a more offensively talented
squad. With Sydney Crosby,
Evgeni Malkin and James Neal
leading the charge, this Pittsburgh
team could be dangerous if they
start out hot.
Don’t discount the Philadelphia Flyers, either. They may
have had a drop off from last season, but Claude Giroux and co.
should still slide into the fifth or
sixth spot in the top-heavy East,
provided goaltender Ilya Bryzgalov plugs up that five-hole issue.
Southeast Division Winner:
Washington Capitals
The Caps started out last season with realistic Stanley Cup aspirations that quickly evaporated.
They surged in the back half of
the season to capture the seventh
seed in the East before beating
Boston in a thrilling seven-game
opening round playoff series behind the stellar play of 22-yearold netminder Braden Holtby.
Holtby’s progression will be the
key to their success this season,
but Alex Ovechkin must continue
his metamorphosis into a more
all-around player for Washington
to get past teams like the Rangers, who eliminated them in the
second round last season.

“Look for Milan Lucic to have a big year
with Horton’s return, and don’t be suprised if the men wearing the spoked
“B” make another deep playoff run.”

are not without some merit. To
go along with rising stars Chris
Kreider and Carl Hagelin — not
to mention reigning Vezina Trophy winner Henrik Lundqvist in
net — the addition of Rick Nash
has solidified the Rangers as one
of the deepest teams in hockey.
They defend, they block shots,
and they come to play every night
— a formula that’s sure to bring
New York success in the postseason.
Teams that could give New
York trouble: Pittsburgh Penguins
If it weren’t for the NHL’s
seeding format — which rewards
division winners with the top four
seeds regardless of points at the
end of the regular season — the
Pens would probably finish in the
top three in the Eastern Conference. Though not as deep or well-

Teams that could give them
trouble: Florida Panthers
Although I don’t see anyone
other than the Caps securing the
division crown, that’s been said
before. Florida surprised everyone by skating into the threeseed last season as the Southeast
Division champs, and if their
offseason moves mesh well with
the young talent they have like
Calder Trophy candidate Jonathan Huberdeau, the Panthers
should continue their upward
trend. Tampa Bay will score plenty of goals with stars Martin St.
Louis, Steven Stamkos and Vincent Lecavalier leading the pack.
Unfortunately for the Bolts, they
just don’t have the defense or
the goaltending to truly pressure
Washington and Florida for the
division title and will probably
miss out on the postseason for the

second straight year after losing
to the Bruins in the 2011 Conference Finals.
Northwest Division Winner:
Minnesota Wild
As tempting as it is to say
Vancouver will bounce back after
their embarrassing sweep at the
hands of eventual Stanley Cup
champion Los Angeles in the
opening round of last year’s Western Conference Playoffs and run
away with the division, I won’t.
The Canucks are too offensively
talented to lose out on a playoff

on the shoulders of backstop Corey Crawford. If he can forget last
season’s struggles and regain top
form, Chicago could become the
team to beat regardless of conference.
Teams that could give Chicago trouble: Nashville Predators, St. Louis Blues, Detroit
Red Wings
The Central will finish the season as the top division in hockey
once again with their four viable
playoff contenders. Nashville and
Detroit will see a bit of a drop off

“Barring the dreaded Stanley Cup hangover — which should be irrelevant since
the Kings are more than eight months removed from hoisting the hardware — LA is
poised to pick up right where they left off.”
berth, but with Ryan Kesler’s
return from shoulder and wrist
surgeries uncertain and question
marks surrounding their goaltender situation, a 48-game schedule
doesn’t help Vancouver’s chances
for the division.
The twin signings of leftwinger Zach Parise and defenseman Ryan Suter in the offseason
immediately bolstered an already
talented roster in Minnesota. Perhaps division-crown expectations
are a bit premature for a team that
is bound to be a work in progress, but if the Wild click ahead
of schedule, a top-four seed in the
West is not out of the question.
Teams that could give the
Wild trouble: Vancouver Canucks and Colorado Avalanche
The Avs’ young talent has
shown promising signs as they
continue to mesh. Their playoff
hopes hinge on the consistency
of goaltender Semyon Varlamov.
If he shines, the Avs could be the
sleeper out West as the seven- or
eight-seed. If not, another third
place finish in the Northwest
looks likely.
Central Division Winner:
Chicago Blackhawks
Much like Vancouver, Chicago has the talent to run away with
their division if they start strong.
Both Patrick Kane and Jonathan
Toews are top-15 players in the
NHL, and Brent Seabrook and
Duncan Keith provide one of the
best defensive pods in hockey.
Expect the Hawks’ goal-scoring
to carry them through to a topthree seed in the West, but how
they fare in the postseason rests

following the departures of Ryan
Suter and Nicklas Lidstrom, respectively, but the Preds still have
quality forwards and a top-five
NHL netminder in Pekka Rinne,
and the Wings still offer one of
the deepest offensive teams in the
West. Both squads should skate
into the playoffs with decent
seeds.
The team that is sure to keep
the heat on Chicago, however,
is the St. Louis Blues. Featuring
a solid team, top to bottom, and
two consistent goaltenders with
Jaroslav Halak and Brian Elliot, the Blues style and personnel provide the perfect mix for a
playoff run. This team is poised
for a top-five seed in the West and
could surpass Chicago if Crawford struggles.
Pacific Division Winner: Los
Angeles Kings
How could I not pick the defending champs, right? Barring
the dreaded Stanley Cup hangover — which should be irrelevant since the Kings are more
than eight months removed from
hoisting the hardware — LA is
poised to pick up right where
they left off. The Kings retained
all of the significant pieces from
their dominant run through the
playoffs last spring: Jonathan
Quick is still the best goaltender
in hockey, and LA’s tough style
of play should fare well against
anyone this postseason, including
potential Stanley Cup matchups
against the Rangers, Bruins or
Penguins.
Teams that could give the
Kings trouble: San Jose Sharks,

Dallas Stars, Phoenix Coyotes
San Jose has continued to underwhelm the hockey world for
the majority of the last 10 years.
On paper, this team looks like a
perennial Cup contender, with
solid goaltending and a balanced
attack led by Joe Thornton. The
Shark’s talent should result in a
playoff berth, but beyond that,
a deep playoff run would be a
shock. The Stars should be much
improved from last season, but
in a loaded Western Conference,
anything better than a top-10 finish would be a surprise. Phoenix
will try to repeat what was a stellar 2011-12 for the franchise, but
much like the Stars, the West may
be too deep for the Coyotes to
crack the top eight and make the
playoffs for the second straight
year. Goaltender Mike Smith will
give them a chance every night,
but it may not be enough for
an offense that struggles to put
points up.
Team Award Predictions
Stanley Cup Champions: Los
Angeles Kings
Prince of Wales Trophy (Eastern Conference Winner): Pittsburgh Penguins
Clarence S. Campbell Bowl
(Western Conference Winner):
LA Kings
President’s Trophy (Top pointgetter in the regular season): New
York Rangers
Individual Award Predictions
Conn Smythe Trophy (Most
Valuable Player in the playoffs):
Jonathan Quick, LA Kings
Hart Memorial Trophy (Most
Valuable Player in the regular
season): Sydney Crosby, Pittsburgh Penguins
Vezina Trophy (Best goaltender): Pekka Rinne, Nashville
Predators
Calder Memorial Trophy
(Best rookie): Jonathan Huberdeau, Florida Panthers
Art Ross Trophy (Top individual point-getter): Patrick Kane,
Chicago Blackhawks
Lady Byng Memorial Trophy
(Gentleman’s award, plays the
game with sportsmanship and
skill): Patrice Bergeron, Boston
Bruins
James Norris Memorial Trophy (Top defenseman): Mike
Green, Washington Capitals
Maurice ‘Rocket’ Richard
Trophy (Top goal-scorer): Steven
Stamkos, Tampa Bay Lightning
Frank J. Selke Trophy (Best
defensive forward): Jonathan
Toews, Chicago Blackhawks.

Celtics a top team if Bradley stays healthy
Column
Since the beginning of the
NBA season, the Boston Celtics has been a team surrounded
with
question
marks. A
perennial
favorite
to top the
Eastern
Conference standings, the
By Joe
Celtics, at
Duball
this point
in the season, remind me of Forrest
Gump and his box of chocolates — you never know what
you’re going to get.
There have been games

when Boston comes out and
plays with a sense of urgency
and energy that fans have become accustomed to watching over the last five seasons.
Then there is the other side,
when the team comes out flat
and shows their aging legs. It
has been one extreme or the
other, which calls for them to
play a near perfect game in order to win.
The most glaring issues
for the team include its spotty
defensive effort from game to
game and defining roles for
players. The crux of both of
these problems lies solely in
the health of third-year guard
Avery Bradley.
Bradley, who had been
sidelined since the end of last
season with shoulder issues,

has recently returned to action
and has revitalized the Celtics. The third-year guard has
been regarded as one of the
best defenders in the league

opening the door for Bradley
to step into the starting shooting guard role.
With Bradley on the court,
the Celtics are a completely

“Some of the most glaring issues for the team
have been its spotty defensive effort from
game to game and defining role players.
The answer to both of these problems lies
solely in the health of third-guard Bradley.”
and has made big strides in
improving his offense since
getting to the NBA. The Celtics were comfortable enough
with Bradley’s development to
let veteran sharp shooter Ray
Allen walk away this summer,

different team. On the offensive side, Rajon Rondo can
be more of an aggressor and
attack the basket more often
because he has Bradley, waiting in transition, in the event
of a fast-break opportunity.

The tempo of the offense gets
turned up with Rondo and
Bradley together, as they are
ready and willing to run the
floor at any given time. In
terms of defense, Bradley himself poses a threat to all teams.
He provides an in-your-face
type of defense that is rarely
seen in the game these days,
and it tends to halt teams from
developing any momentum or
continuity. Bradley’s energy
on the defensive end is also
contagious, with teammates
trying to mirror his work ethic.
Personnel issues are also
resolved with a healthy Bradley, as rotations and roles become more defined. The starting shooting guard position
was a revolving door of play-

ers prior to Bradley’s return,
which stunted the chemistry
of the second unit. Now that
Bradley has returned, Courtney Lee and Jason Terry can
resume playing off the bench
where they feel most comfortable and flourish.
Since Bradley’s return, the
Celtics produced a six-game
winning streak and climbed
back into contention in the
Eastern Conference. By no
means does one player make
a team, but Bradley’s presence and ability transforms
the team into a more complete
unit. If Bradley and the core
of this gritty Celtics squad can
stay healthy and hungry, there
is no reason to believe that
Boston cannot be one of the
league’s best once again.
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LeBron isn’t at Jordan’s level — not yet
Column
When LeBron James recently became the youngest player
to
reach
20,000
p o i n t s
against the
Golden
State Warriors,
it
sparked
more comparisons
By Andrew
between
Stefanilo
him
and
sports icon
Michael Jordan.
When LeBron first came
into the league, I rooted for
him and the underrated Cleveland Cavaliers on a regular basis. Then, when he decided to
make “The Decision” and take
his talents to South Beach, my
attitude toward him changed.
Part of it was because I
was upset that the Heat might
be better than the Celtics, but

most of the reason I stopped
rooting for him is the attitude
he showed throughout the decision.
From James and Heat teammate Dwayne Wade mocking
Dirk Nowitzki for being sick
during the finals to James telling people and fans that they’ll
go back to their crappy lives, I
have just lost a lot of respect
for him over the years.
But despite my growing
dislike for him as a person,
my fondness of him grew the
more he played. On the court,
LeBron can do things that
so many other players can’t.
Sometimes, he’s literally unstoppable.
His play in the Olympics
was great and left no doubt
that he is the best player in the
world right now.
After he got his 20,000th
point, the comparisons to not
just Kobe, but MJ started flying
around. And as great as Lebron is right now, he’s not better
than Kobe or MJ.

Don’t forget that Lebron
was in the league at 18 while
Jordan didn’t come until 21.
Also, although James is the
youngest to reach 20,000, Wilt
Chamberlain and Jordan are the
fastest to reach the feat.
If you go by season stats,
Lebron and Jordan are almost

“Let’s not forget about Jordan’s retirement that let the Houston Rockets get
their two NBA Championships in the
mid ‘90s. Who knows what else Jordan
would have done if he hadn’t retired. ”
identical. Jordan holds the edge
in scoring ability while Lebron
can distribute like a regular
point guard. But the real difference is in the playoffs and individual accolades.
Lebron is a three-time MVP,
eight-time All-Star, six-time
All-NBA First Team, and a
four-time All-Defensive Team.

Jagger leads UM
Rugby top 10 finish
Charlie Merritt
Staff Reporter

You may not know this, but
the University of Maine rugby
team was “dirty” last season.
Going undefeated in the regular season and finishing 10th
in the nation, out of 250 teams,
put UMaine rugby on the map.
Rugby player Johnny Jagger, or
the team’s loose head prop — I
have no idea what that position
is either — breaks down what
it meant to be a part of one
of UMaine’s most successful
teams.
“We all worked together this
year and had really good chemistry,” Jagger said. “In the end,
we crushed teams.”
Jagger began playing Rugby
when he first came to UMaine
and was left without an activity. A wrestler in high school,
rugby seemed like a good fit for
Jagger to pick up. In his junior

season, things just seemed to
click.
“You need everybody working together. Offense is the
defense, everyone needs to be
on the same page. If one guy
messes up, they [the opposing
team] are going to score. Since
you can only lateral [pass the
ball sideways or backwards],
you must be able to keep the
right distance when running the
diagonal line,” Jagger said. “In
terms of people getting along,
we were lucky.”
The highlight for Jagger
came when the rugby team
hosted a home playoff game
under the lights at Alfond Stadium in front of some rowdy
Black Bears. UMaine won 26-5
against Nichols College.
“That was the first time
playing at UMaine and having
a home playoff game. A great
crowd came out, got real rowdy, and it felt good to represent

UMaine in such a dominating
fashion,” Jagger said. “It was
one of the most fun times I’ve
had.”
Jagger will still be a part of
the team next season and is no
stranger to the weight room.
Rugby players must focus on
compound lifts to incorporate
the larger muscle groups, such
as legs and back. The show
muscles aren’t what matter,
but Jagger says he likes to do a
little extra.
“It comes down to core lifts,
but endurance is what is really
overlooked,” Jagger said. “It’s
unlike football, where you have
a play and then it stops. In rugby there are 40-minute halves,
and it never stops.”
The rugby team will resume
play in the spring, and they will
look to build on their recent
success. If you get a chance,
don’t hesitate to check out the
action.

University of Maine Sports Briefs

M
Kara Capossela breaks
two school records in
meet against Bowdoin
The University of Maine
swimming and diving teams
took part in a non-scoring
meet against Bowdoin college on Saturday afternoon
in Orono.
Diver Kara Capossela
brok two school records
during the meet on the onemeter and three meter diving boards.
Capossela scored a
265.75 on the one meter
dive and 279.65 on the
three meter dive. Both
dives were not only good
for just the school record,
but also were good enough
to earn Capossela first place
in both events.
The rest of the women’s team fared well at the
meet.
Taylor Sharp placed first
in the 100 yard backstroke
with a time of 1:02.61 and
first in the 500 yard freestyle
with a time of 5:20.01.
Jenn Trodden placed first
in the 50 yard freestyle

with a time of 25.27
and also placed first in
the 100 yard freestlye,
finishing with a time of
53.85.
Naja Harley won the
100 yard butterfly in
a time of 1:10.77 and
placed second in the 200
yard freestlye with a
time of 1:58.76.
Lauren Dwyer was
the overall winner in the
200 yard IM with a time
of 2:13.76 and went on
to place second in the
50 yard freestyle with a
time of 25.49.
Erica Smrcina won
the 100 yard breaststroke
for the Black Bears in a
time of 1:09.30 while
finishing 2nd in the 200
yard IM with a time of
2:15.45.
Courtney
Mellish
placed first in the 100
yard backtroke in 56.51
seconds and won the
200 yard freestyle coming in at 1:57.94.
Shannon
Bender
placed second in the 100
yard breaststroke and
100 yard butterfly with
times of 1:15.49 and
1:04.15 respectivley.
The relay team of
Bender, Harvey, Dwyer,
and Sharp took home
first in the 400 m relary finishing in 4:04.92
while Samantha Ma-

He also has a scoring title,
Rookie of the Year, NBA Finals
MVP and an NBA Championship.
That’s already a pretty impressive resume. But let’s look
at how he did it. He left a team
in Cleveland for a team that was
already a contender and joined

thieu, Trodden, Kara
Dubiel, and HArvey
won the 200 yard freestyle relay in a time of
1:41.16.
On the men’s side,
Shane Kinnon won the
100 yard backstroke and
200 yard IM with times
of 56.51 abd 2:04.24.
Ryan Fahey won the
200 yard butterfly and
500 yard freestyle in
2:00.72 and 4:52.75.
Eric Gaulin won the
100 yard freestyle and
100 yard IM in times of
50.27 and 57.20.
Cameron
Dwyer
placed 2nd in the 400 IM
with a time of 4:30.12
and second as well in the
200 breaststroke with a
time of 2:28.25.
Caleb Hoffman won
2nd places in the 50
freestyle win a time of
23.11.
Travis Wibby placed
second in the 1 and 3
meter diving competition s with scores of
234.05 and 228.30.
The relay team of
Kinnon,
Hoffman,
Gaulin, and Robbie
Bickford won the 400
yard medley relay in a
time of 1:41.16.
Both men’s and women’s teams will compete
next on Jan. 25 at the
Dartmouth Invitational.
w

a man who had already won his
ring in 2006, in Wade, while
also convincing fellow All-Star
Chris Bosh to join them both.
James also choked in his first
appearance in the finals as a
member of Miami against the
Mavericks.
Jordan was five-time MVP,
14-time All-Star, 10-time All-

NBA First team and a nine-time
All-Defensive Team. Jordan is
a 10-time Scoring Champion,
Rookie of the Year, six-time
NBA Finals MVP and a sixtime NBA Champion.
Jordan is clearly the better
scorer and clearly more clutch.
MJ also has a Defensive Player
of the Year award under his
belt, which James has yet to
get, although, James does have
the ability to defend basically
every position.
Let’s not forget about Jordan’s retirement that let the
Houston Rockets get their two
NBA championships in the mid
90’s. Who knows what else
Jordan would have had if he
hadn’t retired. Perhaps another
championship, maybe another
MVP or two.
There’s no doubt that with
the rest of his career ahead of
him, James could catch up to
Jordan in a lot of these categories and is likely to surpass him
in MVPs. But with Kevin Durant proving to be the league’s

best scorer right now, it’s unlikely that James will come
close to Jordan’s scoring titles.
Plus, joining forces with Wade
and Bosh just adds to the difficulty of matching Jordan’s
amount of scoring titles.
All this leads me to think
that LeBron shouldn’t even be
compared to Jordan, but rather
someone like Magic Johnson
or Oscar Robertson. That’s not
saying LeBron is more of an allaround player than Jordan, because their numbers are almost
identical in per game stats.
LeBron is the youngest to
score 20,000 points, but he
isn’t the most clutch player
of all time. He isn’t the best.
That belongs to Jordan. And although time is on Lebron’s side
in catching up to Jordan’s accolades, he’ll never be the scorer
that Jordan was.
So let’s stop comparing
James to Jordan and enjoy
watching one of the best players in history right now, but not
the best ever.

Beach Night, ESPN3
on tap for Tuesday
Charlie Merritt
Staff Reporter

Not every basketball team in
the country has a 6-foot-3-inch
shooting guard who can throw
down highlight-reel dunks at any
given moment. Or a 6-foot-7-inch
post player who can hit a baby
hook in his sleep. The University
of Maine men’s basketball team,
sitting at 7-11 overall and 2-3 in
America East play, has the potential to make a run at the America
East championship. To build
some excitement and bring more
fans to the Alfond, the men’s
basketball team will be hosting
“Beach Night Money Madness”
on January 22 at 7 p.m. when the
Black Bears play the Vermont
Catamounts (12-6, 5-1 AEC).

All students who arrive will
receive free sporty sunglasses
bearing the Black Bear logo.
There are thousands of dollars in
prizes including nine honorable
mentions for best dressed, who
will receive $100 apiece. There
will be other random money
drawings throughout the game,
and the grand prize of $500 — a
hefty sum — will be awarded to
the person who is best dressed.
The Black Bears started a fourgame winning streak after defeating Florida Gulf Coast University 84-78 on Dec. 22. The Black
Bears rode their high, defeating
Quinnipiac University before getting off to a hot start in America
East play defeating Boston University (9-10, 3-3 AEC) and the
University of Maryland Balti-

more County (4-14, 2-3 AEC) at
home.
Since the winning streak, the
Black Bears have dropped threestraight games, including a heart
breaker at home to Binghamton University (3-16, 1-5 AEC).
UMaine will use the anticipated
crowd on beach night to try and
knock off America East’s current
top dog, Vermont, in what could
be turn out to be a pivotal game in
the Black Bears’ season.
UMaine is currently tied for
first in America East in points per
game, scoring 67.9 and is led by
sophomore guard Justin Edwards,
who is averaging 17.2 points per
game to go along with five rebounds, and Alasdair Fraser, with
his 13.5 points per game and 8.7
rebounds per game.
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Men’s Hockey
from B1

off my stick,” Kolomatis said. “I
saw a little hole on the short side.
I didn’t see anyone coming up for
a rebound, so I thought I’d just
shoot it.”
UMaine had their own powerplay opportunity to score, 11:39
into the period, when Merrimack
sophomore forward Josh Myers
went into the penalty box.
UMaine senior forward Adam
Shemansky had the best shot-ongoal opportunity, with a wideopen slapshot, but it hit the right
post. The score remained at 1-0.
The Black Bears’ equalizer
would come by way of a Beattie
drive-in and shoot from the right
side in the third period.
Midway through the period,
Beattie skated past the Warrior
defenders and slipped one past
Marotta, tying the game at one
goal apiece.
“I was trying to get [Diamond]
on the far side; he was pretty open.
The goalie stuck his stick out, and
the puck hit it, and it ended up going in,” Beattie said.
“It was a nice play. I think he
meant to do it. He came in on the
right side, hit it against my chest,
it ping-ponged around myself
and it ended up in the back of the
net,” Marotta said.
With neither team able to
score a game winner in regulation, the Black Bears and Warriors went into overtime. Each
team went on the power play in

Women’s BBall
from B1

ly our kids were able to answer
back, and we got back to working on some of the details.”
UMaine shot an impressive
50 percent from the field in the
first, including going 4-7 from
behind the arc.
Walczak got the Black Bears
started again with four quick
points in the opening minutes
of the second to hold the 9 point
lead at 37-28. The Black Bears
seemed to lose their continuity
and momentum when Weckstrom picked up her third foul,
early in the second, forcing her
to the bench.
Weckstrom was the only true
point guard the Black Bears
had available for the game, as
sophomore point Courtney Anderson was out with an injury.
Without another true point, it
was increasingly difficult to get
things going on the offensive
end, according to Barron.
“We talked a lot before the
game about how important it
was to keep Sophie out of foul
trouble,” Barron said. “Regardless of that, we still needed better production in her absence.”
While UMaine’s offense
sputtered, Binghamton found
their stroke, developed a bal-

Women’s Hockey
from B1

as the two squads combined for
22 total penalties in game two.
UMaine had gone 0-11 on the
power play until Denk’s overtime game-winner, finishing
1-12 against the tough UVM
penalty kill in the two-game
series.
The Catamounts were held
scoreless in their 12 power-play
chances on the weekend, including an 0-6 effort against the
equally stingy Black Bear kill
on Saturday.
“I think anytime you’re down
a man, it doesn’t really matter
the skill level, you’re always
at a disadvantage,” UMaine
head coach Maria Lewis said
after the game. “I think there
were some, maybe missed opportunities on their part, but the
truth is our penalty kill was really good,” he continued. “We
worked hard and we blocked

Men’s B-Ball
from B1

half and stepped up their defensive game. Binghamton forced
UMaine to take bad shots, created turnovers and gained a
couple of points on a goaltending call. These kinds of mistakes, along with poor shooting,
would plague the Black Bears
during the second half.
“I thought we got off to a
good start in the first half,”
Woodward said. “In the second half we just didn’t execute.
This is our fifth game of the
year with us being down on
the glass. They got some key
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vantage.
During the final 2 minutes
of the period, UMaine’s offense
came alive while short-handed.
After a boarding call sent senior
forward Kyle Beattie to the penalty box, Diamond intercepted a
pass and had nobody in front of
him on his way to the net. Diamond shot the puck past Moratta
with 1 minute left the second period to make the score 2-1.
After UMaine intercepted another puck, Shore had a similar
opportunity but misfired. Nevertheless, it appeared UMaine had
momentum in their favor as they
were going into the second intermission after aggressive penalty
kill.
The third period proved to be
an exciting final chapter to the
weekend series.
UMaine freshman forward
Ryan Lomberg and Merrimack
junior defenseman Tom McCarthy were sent to the box 9:17 into
the period, setting up a four on
four.
Just over a minute later, Merrimack junior forward Mike Collins and Bigos supplied the assist
for Bly to give Merrimack a 3-1
lead.
“Last night was a Hockey East
game,” Collins said. “There were
bumps, there were bounces, and
things aren’t going to go your
way every night. For the most
part I thought we put in a good effort tonight. When it came down
to it, we got the job done.”
Collins finished with three assists on the night.

With under 5 minutes to
play, Leen scored his sixth goal
of the season, off an assist from
Diamond and senior defenseman
Mike Cornell, to make the score
3-2.
“It just kind of popped out to
me and I was able to get a stick
on it and head it towards the net,
and it took a good bounce on its
way,” Leen said.
UMaine pulled Ouellette with
30 seconds to play, but it was to
no avail as the Warriors held on
and went home with three points
on the weekend.
“We’re disappointed with the
result, it was a hard-fought game
and the guys battled hard, but
we couldn’t find the equalizer,”
Whitehead said. “It’s tough when
you’re fighting from behind, particularly in a year where you don’t
have a lot of offense. We don’t
want to get into a game where
you’re playing from behind.
When we made it 2-1, there was
a potential for a huge momentum
swing but unfortunately it was at
the end of the period. Having said
that, Leen’s goal had the potential
of another huge shift but with
Swavely’s penalty, it was just bad
timing. I thought we were going
to get the equalizer in the last 5
minutes, but unfortunately we
didn’t get that opportunity,”
UMaine falls to 5-14-4 on the
year and will head to Boston College for a two-game series next
weekend. Merrimack improves
to 9-9-5 and will face the University New Hampshire in their next
set of games.

anced attack of their own on scoring chances from all over confident shooters against that working created a really
the offensive end and climbed the court.
the zone and Kara is excel- nice balance for us down the
back into the game. Swinson
“Kim and Steph are very lent around the rim. Having all stretch,” Scholl said.
and Jensen stuck back“We didn’t execute
to-back 3 pointers to
what we were trying to
cut the Black Bear lead
do, defensively,” Bardown to 39-37 with
ron added. “They may
just over 15 minutes to
not have had an answer
for what we were asking
play.
our kids to do, but we
The Black Bears
just didn’t do it.”
would grab the lead
Elofson scored off a
back as Wood and
second chance opporBodine combined for
tunity to break the tie,
11 points over the next
but Bodine quickly an7 minutes to make it an
swered to put UMaine
eight-point lead with
ahead by one. The
less than 8 minutes reBearcats would seal
maining. Binghamton
things on the next trip
stormed back with as
down when Jensen took
two lay-ins from senior
a pass from the wing to
forward Kara Elofson
the top of the key and
and freshman guard
drilled a 3 pointer from
Kim Albrecht highlightwell beyond the arc to
ed an eight-point swing
give Binghamton a 67to give the Bearcats a
65 lead. UMaine had
57-56 lead.
two opportunities in the
After Bodine and
post in the closing minJensen traded 3 pointute, but were unable to
ers, Albrecht nailed a
convert on either.
wide open jumper from
Wood led all scorers
the corner to knot things
with a career-high 20
at 62-62. UMaine tried
points and added nine
to change defensive
rebounds and six assists
schemes to tailor to
to pace the Black Bear
where
Binghamton’s
Haley Johnston • Photo Editor offense. Bodine added
offense was coming
15 points, while Walcfrom, but the Bearcats The University of Maine women’s basketball team dropped its 14th straight game,
zak produced 12 of her
were able to adjust to falling to Binghamton on Sunday afternoon.
own.
the changes and find the

The Bearcats had four players in double figures: 15 for
Jensen, 13 for Elofson, 13 for
Swinson, and 12 for Albrecht.
Sunday’s heartbreaking loss
comes days after the Black
Bears fell victim to a blowout loss to Boston University
Wednesday night. UMaine
went down early to the Terriers and could not climb back,
eventually suffering an 85-54
loss.
The Black Bears shot just
2-21 from 3-point range in
the contest and were unable
to work the ball inside or convert on turnovers. UMaine was
stifled by the offensive prowess
of the Terriers, who were able
to score at will from anywhere
on the court.
Wood led UMaine again
in that contest with 14 points,
while junior guard Ashleigh
Roberts chipped in 10.
Senior guard and reigning
America East player of the year
Chantell Alford led BU with a
game-high 21 points, with junior forward Whitney Turner
and senior point Mo Moran
adding 13 each.
UMaine — 1-17, 0-5 in
America East — will once
again try to get back in the win
column when they travel to
Vermont for a conference tilt,
Jan. 23 at 7 p.m.

the extra period.
Just over a minute into overtime, Diamond was called for
hitting from behind, but UMaine
killed the penalty off with no
harm done.
Diamond came back on the
ice and provided the best chance
for the Black Bears to get their
first home win of the season.
With a three-on-two developing,
Diamond took the puck from the
right side of the net to the left and
looked to have an opening to attempt a shot, but Diamond chose
to keep possession and try a wrap
around, which Marotta saved.
“Really hard fought game, I
guess we’ll take any points we
can get at this point. We fought
back, we were down one nothing,
got the equalizer, I thought we
were going to get that game winner a couple times, especially that
one time in overtime,” Whitehead said.
Kolomatis went to the box for
Merrimack with 45 seconds to
play, but the Warriors successfully killed the penalty and preserved the 1-1 tie.
“There was a time where Merrimack getting a point at the Alfond Arena was worth dying for,
so a point is a point,” Dennehy
said.
“Any point in the Hockey
East is a point won, but of course
you’d like to have two points
there,” Moratta said.
Merrimack Picks up win in
Game 2
Merrimack junior forward
Rhett Bly scored the Warrior’s

game-winning goal during a four
on four with 10:53 to play in the
third period to help give the Merrimack a 3-2 victory over the University of Maine Black Bears.
“I thought we played really
well for large stretches of the
game,” Dennehy said. “Even
though it got a little scattered on
the ice our guys, especially our
older guys like Mike Collins, did
a really good job of settling guys
down. I thought we played great
all weekend.”
“Merrimack got out to a couple leads, and we just couldn’t
hang with them. I thought we
fought hard but it just wasn’t
good enough to win. Merrimack’s
systems were on point, and we
just couldn’t get anything today,”
UMaine sophomore forward
Connor Leen said.
After a slow start the night
before, the first period was action packed. The Black Bears had
more opportunities to score, but
ultimately Merrimack was able
to pull ahead with a goal before
the first intermission.
Shore had two excellent opportunities to put the Black Bears
up early in the period. Shore was
open for a slap shot on the right
side and hit the puck off the post
and Merrimack goaltender Sam
Marotta recovered the rebound.
Diamond and Merrimack
junior defenseman Jordan Heywood picked up penalties to make
a four on four 12:52 into the first
period. Once again, Shore had
another wide-open shot but this
time missed wide left.

After Diamond left the box,
he teamed up with sophomore
forward Stu Higgins on a two-onone against Bates, but Bates used
his stick to knock the puck away
from Higgins on the pass from
Diamond at the last moment.
With 17:46 gone in the first
period, Merrimack went on a
five-on-three power play after
UMaine senior defenseman Mark
Nemec and Shemansky were
sent to the box. A member of the
UMaine penalty kill team, freshman forward Steven Swavely,
broke his stick leaving only two
UMaine players with sticks during the penalty kill.
Merrimack senior defenseman Kyle Bigos was left open for
a slapshot from the left side and
he fired it past Ouellette to give
the Warriors a 1-0 lead 18:36 into
the first period.
The Warriors wasted no time
in the second period and extended
their lead only 39 seconds in. Collins and freshman forward Brian
Christie assisted Heywood and as
Merrimack took a 2-0 lead.
Merrimack had another opportunity to score 13 minutes
in when sophomore forward
Clayton Jardine and sophomore
forward Josh Meyers had a twoon-one, but Jardine missed wide
left.
With three penalties called on
the Warriors during the period,
the Black Bears had three powerplay opportunities. UMaine appeared apprehensive during their
power plays, attempting barely
any shots with their one-man ad-

shots. There’s always going
to be a breakdown or two but
we found a way to fix that and
make adjustments.”
The hockey was back and
forth for the first part of the
opening period before UVM
broke the scoreless tie with
just over 8 minutes remaining.
Sophomore defender Sarah
Campbell capitalized on a rebound opportunity, beating Ott
top shelf to capture the first lead
of the series. Senior forward
Erin Wente and junior forward
Danielle Rancourt were credited with assists on Campbell’s
third goal of the season.
Ott turned aside 23 of the 25
shots she faced to secure her
fourth win of the season for the
Black Bears. UVM senior goaltender Kelci Lanthier finished
with 41 saves of her own on 44
shots in the loss.
The contest remained competitive throughout most of the
second period as well after a
sluggish start by UMaine.

UVM scored 30 seconds into
the stanza to extend their lead to
two off a beautifully redirected
pass in front. Junior forward
Kellie Dineen was assisted by
junior defender Megan Dalbec
and freshman defender Dayna
Colang for her fourth goal of
the season that made it 2-0.
Lewis thought Dineen’s
quick goal served her squad a
much needed wake-up call.
“I think they realized that
if we were going to win this
game, it was going to be up to
them to do it and find a way to
get past [that goal] and turn it
up another notch,” she said. “I
think [after that goal] it really
was just them finally going on
the attack and taking ownership
of their game.
“They just refused to sit back
after that,” she added.
The Black Bears were
awarded a 5-on-3 advantage
after consecutive Catamount
penalties around the 12 minute
mark, but could not find the

twine.
Sophomore forward Hailey Browne was awarded a
rare penalty shot a little over
2 minutes later after a UVM
player was called for covering
the puck during a scramble in
the UVM crease. Browne froze
Lanthier on a deke but her shot
tinged off the post and bounced
out, preserving the Catamounts’
two-goal advantage.
UMaine would score less
than a minute later to cut the
deficit to one. Sophomore defender Brittney Huneke’s third
goal of the season went under
review before eventually being
upheld. Huneke was assisted by
senior forward Brittany Dougherty and senior defender Chloe
Tinkler on the play.
The Black Bears enjoyed a
23-5 shot disparity in the period despite being down on the
scoreboard heading into the final stanza.
Browne scored the tying
goal — her first of the season

— with just under 11 minutes
remaining in regulation off a
centering pass from Dougherty. The senior’s second assist
of the contest marks her teamhigh 15th of the season. She is
now tied for sixth place in the
Hockey East point race with 27
points.
“She is just a dominant player,” Lewis said. “She just has
that ability to get the puck down
to the other end and other teams
really struggle to defend her.
And she plays on every special
team there is. She’s a force.”
Denk’s game-winner marked
her first tally of the season. Tinkler recorded her second assist
of the contest on the score less
than 2 minutes into overtime to
secure the Black Bear comeback.
“I think the win is going to
help our team and boost confidence for next weekend,” Denk
said. “I think overall it’ll help
us get a nice jump start for next
week.”

UMaine outshot the Catamounts 44-25 on Saturday as
they move to 20-9-3 all-time
against UVM with the win.
UVM is now 3-5-2 in their last
10 meetings against the Black
Bears.
“I think the players are finally figuring out what they can
and can’t do and what they’re
capable of, and I’m just proud
that we got a win at home and
something people can get excited about,” Lewis said.
“Regardless of our slow start
to the season,” she added. “It’s
not how you start; it’s how you
finish.”
The Black Bears take to the
road as they face the University
of Connecticut at 1 p.m. on Jan.
26 and Providence at 2 p.m. on
Jan. 27.
The Catamounts will take on
Boston University at home on
Jan. 25 before hosting Northeastern University on Jan. 27.
Both contests are scheduled for
2 p.m.

second shots and key second
baskets. Some of those second
shots came down to the post
men.”
“We practice zone every
practice, so we didn’t really
have any problem,” Edwards
said. “It’s just that their shots
were falling, and when our
shots aren’t falling, it’s kind of
hard to score a lot. The bottom
line is, our shots weren’t falling
today.”
UMaine’s 44-32 lead, with
12:25 to play, would be the
Black Bears’ largest lead for the
rest of the game, as Reed and
Ralling went to work underneath, and Gray made a couple
3 pointers, as the Bearcats went

on a 9-0 run that lasted 4 minutes and 11 seconds.
“We had Jimmy Gray slowed
down for a while, but their interior guys like Ralling did a
good job attacking us,” Woodward said. “We could not get
stops. We did not do a good job
on the defensive end.”
Black Bear junior forward
Jon Mesghna made a 3 pointer
to break UMaine out of their
scoring slump, bringing the
score to 47-41 with 7:14 to
play. However, Gray made a
3 pointer to bring the Bearcats
back to within three. After
an Ogundadegbe lay-up and
Ralling and-one, Binghamton
took their first lead of the game

with 4:47 to play with a score
of 48-47.
Over the next 3 minutes,
Reed scored the next six points
for Binghamton wile Fraser
and Valljaravic hit a mid-range
jumper and 3 pointer respectively to bring the score to 5454, and UMaine called their
final timeout with 34 seconds
to play.
Out of the timeout, Edwards
took the ball, stood and waited
until there were 12 seconds
to play, then he drove in and
missed a floater off the glass.
Fraser tipped the rebound in
and UMaine took a 56-54 lead
with 9 seconds left.
Binghamton inbounded the

ball to Gray, who sprinted up
the court almost untouched and
was open for a 3. Gray hit the 3
with 2 seconds to play with the
score at 57-56 in favor of the
Bearcats.
With no timeouts, Mesghna
had no choice but to throw up
desperation shot from the opposite end foul line, and it bounced
off the rim at the buzzer to give
Binghamton a 57-56 win.
“The whole plan was not to
trade baskets,” Mesghna said.
“But I took the last shot because, when I got the ball, Justin was already at half court. I
saw that there was 3 seconds, I
saw that Justin was there, but I
didn’t want to risk a pass may-

be getting deflected so I just
took the last shot. Obviously it
had a chance. Every shot has a
chance.”
The win is Binghamton’s
first road win of the year and
first America East win of the
year, while UMaine has now
dropped three games in a row.
The Bearcats now own a
3-16 record and will face the
University of New Hampshire
Wildcats Jan. 26 at 7 p.m.
UMaine falls to 7-11 with
their next contest coming at
home in the Alfond Arena on
Tuesday, Jan. 22 at 7 p.m.,
against the University of Vermont Catamounts. The game
will be aired on ESPN3.com.
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Scores around
the conferences

Tue. Jan. 22
Men’s Basketball
vs. Vermont, 7 p.m. on ESPN3.com

Wed. Jan. 23
Women’s Basketball
@ Vermont, 7 p.m.

Basketball
Stony Brook
BU
UNH
Albany
Vermont
Binghamton
UMBC
Hartford
Binghamton
UMaine
UNH
BU
Hartford
Albany

1/15
1/16

1/19

Fri. Jan. 25

Women

75
48
62
68
61
37
70
57
57
56
59
69
46
56

1/16

1/19

1/20

UMaine
54
BU
85
Albany
78
UNH
43
Hartford
51
UMBC
43
Vermont
61
Binghampton
56
BU
55
UNH
53
Albany
55
Hartford
48
Stony Brook
68
Vermont
53
Binghamton 67    UMaine 65

Hockey
Men

Providence
UMass-Lowell
Merrimack
UMaine
Northeastern
BU
BC
UMass
BC
Northeastern
Providence
UNH

1/17
1/18

1/19

1
2     
1
OT
1
6
5
2
5
9
3
6
5

UMass-Lowell
BU
Penn State
Vermont
Merrimack
UMaine

4
3
4
2
3
2

Hockey
women

1/16
1/18
1/19

Northeastern
BU
Vermont
UMaine
UNH
UConn
Vermont
UMaine
BC
Mercyhurst

4
5
0
0
3
1
2
3
2
3

1/20

OT

UNH
UConn
Providence
Northeastern

OT

2
0
7
8

Swimming & Diving
Dartmouth Invitational @ White River,
Vt.
Women’s Track
Terrier Classic @ BU, 2 p.m.
Men’s Ice Hockey
@ BC, 7 p.m.

Sat. Jan. 26

Upcoming Games

Men

Men’s Track
Terrier Classic @ BU, 10 a.m.
Men’s & Women’s Track
Reebok Boston Indoor Games
@Lewis Center
Swimming & Diving
Dartmouth Invitational @ White River,
Vt.
Women’s Ice Hockey
@ UConn, 1 p.m.
Men’s Ice Hockey
@ BC, 7 p.m.
Men’s Basketball
@ Stony Brook, 2 p.m.
Women’s Basketball
vs. Stony Brook, 2 p.m.

Sun. Jan. 27
Women’s Ice Hockey
@ Providence, 2 p.m.

Tue. Jan. 29
Women’s Basketball
@ UNH, 7 p.m.

Wed. Jan. 30
Men’s Basketball
vs. UNH, 7:30 p.m.

Fri. Feb. 1
Women’s Swimming
@ UNH, 5 p.m.
Men’s Ice Hockey
vs. Providence, 7 p.m.

Sat. Feb. 2
Track
@ Holy Cross, 11:30 a.m.
Women’s Basketball
vs. UMBC, 12 p.m.

Suduko
Solution

Crossword
Solution

B5

Men’s Basketball
@ UMBC, 7 p.m.
Women’s Ice Hockey
vs. BC, 7 p.m.

B6
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